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The 1990s: Increasing Delivery Channels While
Using Technology and Staff Training to Deliver
Quality Service to Our Members
If ever it could be said that one time period
set the
table The
for another,
that statement would
The
1990s:
Oklahoma
surely
apply
to
the
last
decade of the 20th
City Bombing, April 19,
century. There were a series of significant trends
1995;
Operation Desert
that started in 1990 and continued up until the
Storm Begins, January 29,
very last day of 1999. Those trends include
1991;
The Internet
Comes
innovation
through technology,
an expanded
of
Age.of products and services combined with
menu
new channels to deliver them,
1990
all while doubling the number
Income
and
membership
growth
of physical
branches
– then tying
everything
together
withCash
a series
were
robust
and the
Station
of training
programs
for your
ATM
Network
was made
available
team.
to our Members
That’s the story of Consumers

The
credit unionCredit
added 1,493
Cooperative
Unionnew members
in
1990
bringing
the
total
count
(CCCU) during the 90s. membership
Let’s
to
33,763.
begin
… The return on assets for the year
amounted to 1.1% which was excellent and it
The pace of change
helped
reserves grow by 19.14%. Although
during the decade moved
savings growth was below the 7% goal for
at unprecedented levels
the
year,
sharetosavings
still increased by $4.6
– as
seems
be the
million
or 6.1%. This
fueled growth of $5.6
case throughout
most
million
assets.Perhaps
of our in
history.
the

most

significant

The
Waukegan
was refurbished for the
change
was the ofﬁce
Internet,
which
grew
from
a mysterious
tool
ﬁrst
time
since
it opened
in 1975.
In primarily
June the
used
by
government
and
military
agencies,
credit union joined the Cash Station ATM
technology enthusiasts
and thenetwork.
few among
us
(Automated
Teller Machine)
This
who
effectively
work
in
a
DOS
environment
greatly expanded our service capability over
into THE dominant force for businesses.
the
proprietary ATM network we had been
operating.
Members
no longer
That growth
began inwere
the early
yearslimited
of the
to
doingasbusiness
theinterfaces
credit unionʼs
two
decade,
graphicalat
user
and desktop
computing
became
affordable.
Access
to
this
ATMs. They were now able to transact busiwonderful
new Station
tool expanded
ness
at any Cash
ATM. to virtually
every workplace as companies both large and
small created
their first
During
his report
to websites.
the members Chair-

man
Ray
DeWeerth
read the
quote
By the
end
of the decade,
thefollowing
days of written
about
coming
from the reports
Annualwere
Reletters,the
memos
andyear
white-paper
port:
“We
look
to
1991
as
a
year
of
controlled
rapidly disappearing, replaced by a new
28

method of communication called email.
This less formal (andgrowth.
much faster)
meansand
of
Assets
communication rapidly became the option of
share/savings
growth
choice for many.

are projected to be in the
range
of 6%
to 8%. and
We
Desktop workstations,
email
messaging
rudimentary websiteswill
werecontinue
just the beginning.
to devote
By the mid-90s, technology
allowed
work
a great deal
of effort
to
groups
to
share
applications
and
improving service and building
ideas, fueling
a burst in with
creativity
business
relationships
our
and
efficiency.
Websites
morphed
members. We believe there is a
from electronic brochures to
great deal of potential for growth
e-commerce
sites,
allowing
within
our
family
of
33,763
membusiness to be conducted over the
bers and we intend
to leading
pursue to
that
Internet,
anpotential.”
increase in
the “reach” for companies with

1991
the vision to invest in this new
Assets wenttechnology.
over the $100 million mark,
we opened our second branch ofﬁce, and
such huge advances in
“Operation With
Grassroots”
triumphed over
technology came equally huge
the Banking Lobby
concerns about issues such as
privacy and data security. In truth, each
The Annual
Membershipwas
Meeting
was held
new advancement
accompanied
by
on March
11,
1992
and
the
Annual
Report
an increase in potential vulnerability.
stated that
was acast
verya good
for
Such“1991
concerns
large year
shadow
our credit
union.”
Growth
in
share/savings
over the financial services industry,
causing
CCCU
to take
prudentThis
“go
amounted
to $12.2
million
or a15.1%.
slow”
approach
that
allowed
for
progress
drove assets up by a whopping 15.22%! Unwhile always
the Conﬁdence
well-being of
our
fortunately,
thekeeping
Consumer
Index
Membership
in mind.
started
the year
at a low level and trended

down
there.
This negatively
impacted
As thefrom
decade
progressed,
perhaps the
largest
loan
growth
holding
it
to
just
$2.3
million
or
concern was preparing for “Y2K,” with the
3.8%.
loan delinquency
wascome
held
fear theHowever,
world’s computer
systems might
crashing
down
as we
moved
the new
in
check and
loans
charged
offinto
amounted
to
millennium.
As
with
responsible
organizations
just .18% of total year end loans, which was
everywhere,
several precautions
excellent
by CCCU
industrytook
standards.
These two
throughout
the
decade
to
assure
we
were as
factors helped us maintain asset quality
at
prepared
as
possible
for
potential
challenges.
a very high level. Dividends and expenses
These precautions were reflected in staff
from operations increased but the low level
training, including creating and continuously
of
provision for loan loss expense enabled
updating business continuity and disaster
the
creditplans.
union to post a 1% return on assets.
recovery

In addition to the challenges, our brave new
world also created an exciting platform
on which the credit union could expand
our products and services. Technology
enhancements allowed us to introduce the first
remote additions to our delivery channels that
expanded how and from where Members could
access their money and conduct transactions.
Technology also provided the means that
would ultimately allow us to better leverage
our unique Associational charter.

Technology Enhancements
Technology was clearly one of the driving
forces of the decade, commanding an everincreasing role in the way CCCU delivered our
products and services to Members. Along the
way, there were a series of technology events
critical to the credit union’s continued success.
The first enhancements of the decade began
in 1990 when we automated loan documents,
moving to system-generated documents rather
than manually preparing and typing each one.
This new process both increased efficiency and
reduced errors, while Members enjoyed the
benefit of faster turnaround and approval times
on their loan applications.

The combination of new technology, new
products and services, and new delivery
channels combined to set the tone for yet
another important trend in the evolution of
Consumers Cooperative Credit Union: the 90s
saw ourMallard
first meaningful
branch
expansion.
In in Round
In Lake
1992,Beach
the incredit
Creek Shopping
Center
Branch opened
1991 union installed a new
addition to using technology to expand remote
mainframe computing system while also
As
a result,
reserves
from
in
ated
in 1990
grew tosuch
70,000
transactions
per
access
to services,
we increased
also doubled
our6.95%
number
updating
peripherals
as desktop
terminals
1990
to
7.01%
at
the
end
of
1991.
This
was
month.
The
strong
growth
in
assets
and
transof physical locations during the 90s from two
and printers. These enhancements to our
quite
good
considering
the strong
growth
in
actions
heightened
managementʼs
focus
on
to four
while
making plans
for even
more
“core” data
processing
system provided
several
assets
forinthe
Membership
training
order toFirst,
prepare
to probranches
theyear.
decade
to follow. growth was
importantinbenefits.
the our
newstaff
technology
broadened
CCU’s
ability to serve
our current
very good with 1,321 new members opening
vide
courteous,
personable,
and efﬁcient
serExciting new technology. Rapidly expanding
business
lines.
Second,
the
technology
was
accounts, which brought total membership
vice. This training initiative began in 1988
products and services. New delivery channels.
scalable,
meaning
had
the solid
capability
to
up
to
35,084.
and
has helped
the it
staff
make
progress
An educated and well-trained staff. New
expand
as we continued
grow.
This with
oneon
our mission
to providetoour
members
physical locations. All interrelated, all
two combination provided the third benefit:
On
October 1,
thegrowth.
credit union opened
Quality Service.
contributing
to 1991,
CCCU’s
the ability to improve service to our Members.
a second full service branch ofﬁce in the MalMost importantly, the new system was installed
The Creek
results:Shopping
assets grew
by 280%
duringLake
the
lard
Center
in Round
The
Banking
without
a hitch!lobby sought to combine the
decade, loans increased 311% and we added

Beach located near the intersection of Rollins
more than 10,000 new Members. Add it all up
Road
and Route 83. Our ﬁrst branch opened
and you have the 90s!
in Mundelein on February 1, 1984 at the
same
thethat
Mundelein
Community
Credit
On thetime
pages
follow, we’ll
explore each
of
these
trends
in
more
detail,
as
follows:
Union merged with CCCU. When the Round
Lake Beach ofﬁce opened, we had about
• Technology Enhancements
5,000 members within a seven mile radius.
• Expansion
Delivery
Business
wasofbrisk
at theChannels
new ofﬁce with 100
new
members
joining
the and
credit
union each
• Addition
of New
Products
Services
month
during
the ﬁrst three months of opera• Branch
Development
tion.
• Staff Training

• Regulatory
Other
We
launched and
a new
autoConsiderations
buying service with
the
National
Buyers
Federation (NBF) to
• The
Decade by
the Numbers
help
membersof purchase
• Milestones
the Decadenew cars and trucks
for $100 over invoice. Transaction volume
We hope you
enjoy the
90s as
much astotal
we
continued
to grow
rapidly
boosting
enjoyed
them!
teller assisted transactions to 1.9 million for
the year. The Cash Station ATM service initi-

NCUSIF (National Credit Union Share InThe central
processing
unitFDIC
(CPU)
for the core
surance
Fund)
with the
(Federal
DesystemInsurance
was subsequently
updated
in would
1995,
posit
Corporation).
This
again forced
without
any unions
negative
onthe
either
have
credit
to impact
write off
1%
staff
or
Members.
This
upgrade
provided
the
deposit they made to fund the NCUSIF and
additional horsepower required to meet the
sacriﬁce the independence we had enjoyed
demands of our technology plan through the
by
having the National Credit Union Assoend of the decade.
ciation (NCUA) as an independent regulator
In the
same
year, Seven
we upgraded
VISA
for
credit
unions.
membersour
from
our
credit
card
processor
to
TeleCredit.
TeleCredit
credit union traveled to Washington, D.C.
provided
dual support
benefits for
of “Operation
improved
in
Februarytheto show
administration
of rally
our credit
card
program while
Grassroots”
and
for the
continued
indelaying the foundation for future enhancements
pendence of credit unions. They joined more
to our VISA program.
than 15,000 members that had descended on
the
from every
state
in theinunion,
We capitol,
took another
big step
forward
1993
when
we automated
currency
processing
in
to
petition
for our cause.
In addition,
many
Waukegan.
Members
enjoyed
the
positive
of our members and those from other credit
impact on
our personal
busiest branch
through
reduced
unions
wrote
appeals
to their
legiswait-times
while
the
credit
union
benefited
lators to “vote no” on the issue of combinfrom increased accuracy and efficiency. This
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ing our share insurance fund and regulator.
At the end of the day, our grassroots movement was victorious. Just as important, credit
unions learned to be ever vigilant and prepared to take on the banking lobby whenever
the interests of members are threatened.
1992
Former CCCU Treasurer/Manager, Anthony (Tony) Pierce passed away on February 22, 1992 at the age of 82. Tony was
Treasurer/Manager of the credit union
from 1956 to 1971. Under his leadership,
CCCU grew from $1.7 million in assets to
$5.4 million; membership increased from
4,715 to 8,073. Tony dedicated much of
his life to the cooperative movement and
automation
would
ultimately
spreadpeople.”
to our
the
principle
of “people
helping
Mundelein
location
and
all
future
CCCU
With his passing CCCU and the credit
branches.
union
movement lost a stalwart friend and
advocate.
Staff received another great new tool in 1994
when we purchased our first
digital telephone system. It took
eight months to research and
identify the preferred system,
which then came online in
January 1995. The system
improved
communication
capabilities between offices
and our growing lending
departments. The new system
also included CCCU’s very first
voicemail capability, making it
well worth the wait! For the first time, CCU
Members could now apply for a loan from any
touch-tone phone – 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, 365 days a year (24/7/365).
As lending efforts continued to grow, there
arose a need for powerful loan processing
software to handle the increased volume. We
Tony
laid
thePierce
foundation for that in 1995 by creating
the plan for our first wide area network (WAN).
At
the Annual
meeting
on March
Installation
ofMembership
the WAN was
completed
in
10,
19931996.
Board
Chairmanwith
Ray our
DeWeerth
reMarch
Combined
new loan
origination
processing
ported
“1992system,
was anloan
extremely
strongcould
year be
of
completed
times faster
evergrew
before.
growth
for four
our credit
union.than
Assets
at a

record
pace. We added 2,723 new members
Combined with the increased power from our
during
the
year,
membership
to
CPU upgrade
in bringing
1995, thetotal
WAN
also provided
30

37,807.
return on assets
was
1.40%, far
the abilityThe
to “network”
personal
computers
in
key departments,
a solution
that was
better
than our goal
of 1.10%.
Thisdeployed
enabled
in to
1996
and expanded
in reserves,
1997. This
was
us
aggressively
increase
thereby,
another big
forward
this
making
the step
credit
union and
saferonce
and again,
more solenhancement
led
to
improved
service
for
our
vent than ever!”
Members by improving communication from
between departments.

The growth of $119.6 million or 18.6% drove
assets
a new
high.technology
Just as impresOne oftothe
most record
significant
events
of
the
decade
occurred
in
September
1995
when
sive, asset quality improved over the previwe updated
tested our
Disaster
Recovery
ous
year. Forand
example,
the credit
unionʼs
past
Plan.
For
the
first
time,
we
moved
from
an
IT/a
due loans amounted to just .24% (less than
computer
system
strategy
to
an
enterprise-wide
quarter of one percent) of total loans, which
approach;
a more
comprehensive
testing plan
was
excellent
by industry
standards.
that contemplated potential issues throughout
the credit union. Updates and testing continued
Transaction
volumes grew rapidly. Teller
annually through the remainder of the decade.

assisted transactions ended the year at 2.2
The “trigger”
forofthis
newmillion
approach
was into
the
million.
A total
$79.5
ﬂowed
highly
anticipated
(and
much
feared)
“Y2K”
memberʼs accounts via direct deposit and anevent $26.6
on January
2000.
One payroll
benefit deof
other
million 1,
came
in from
the
Y2K
concern
was
realized
when
CCCU
duction transactions. We completed 794,253
developed and implemented a formal
ATM
transactions and our automated phone
strategy for Technology planning. The plan,
access service (PAM) successfully processed
introduced in November 1997,
328,375 calls. outlined future technology
needs

while

providing

The credit union
negotiated
the purchase
of
guidance
for both
technology
a 3 acre site at
the cornerand
of Route
83 and
governance
management
Monaville Road
in Round
Lake
This
decisions.
The
newBeach.
plan helped
assure replace
technology
projects
site would ultimately
our branch
in
and
purchases
aligned
with
the Mallard Creek Shopping Center.
our vision and mission while
supporting
the credit
union’s
Effective September
1, 1992,
members
beenterprise-wide strategic plan.

gan to beneﬁt from higher dividend payments.
This came
when thetechnology
board apNaturally,
Y2K about
dominated
proved
recommendation
to
initiativesmanagementʼs
through the remainder
of the decade.
CCCU recognized
the need tofor
upgrade
our
convert
to a daily calculation
dividends
technology
leadership
to manage
the process,
from
a quarterly
method.
We negotiated
an
adding an Information
Manager
in
agreement
that allowed Systems
all of our
members
1997.
In
addition
to
our
internal
systems,
we
to join SAMʼS CLUB. Plans were also ﬁnalexpanded
our ﬁnancial
due-diligence
to include
ized
for a new
planning
service. key
To
vendors to assure Members would not be
that end a contract was signed with the PLAN
impacted because of failures on their part.
AMERICA investment service with a scheduled
commencement
in either
the second
or
In 1998,
CCCU President
Bill Reidel
appointed
a Y2K
Committee
third
quarter
of 1993.to begin assessing and
working
on
issues of
concern.
Committee
The Annual Report
ended
by indicating
the
members
were
Kevin
Mayers,
Operations
main marketing focus for the coming
year
VP andbecommittee
Benlein,
would
to increasechairman;
our loan Jim
portfolio
by
Information Systems Manager; and John
15% or greater. Considerable time was also
Pawlowski, VP of Finance. Leaving no stone

to
be spentthe
oncredit
packaging
to increase
unturned,
union services
also contracted
with
McGladrey
Pullen 1998.
Their roleSystem
was to
the
number and
of services
per member.
audit our Y2K
plan, provide
and to
processing
functions
were tofeedback
be scrutinized
offerimproved
additional with
suggestions
to our
committee.
and
two main
objectives
in
mind:
1)
Improve
service
to
members
2)
This approach provided significant peace of
Initiate
a trend tothecutorganization,
operations expenses
mind throughout
from the
through
efﬁciency
and
increased
productivboardroom to the front lines and everywhere
ity.
The ﬁnal
1992 Annual
in between.
Thesentence
planning in
andthe
preparation
paid
off
too:
Consumers
Cooperative
Credit
Union
Report stated: “In 1993 we pledge to work
enjoyed
a smooth
transition
December
even
harder
to serve
you wellfrom
so that
we can
31,
1999
to
January
1,
2000
with
no
negative
continue to earn your support.”
impact from Y2K.

1993
In summary, the decade from 1990 to 1999
“We
aremost
happy
to report
that 1993
saw the
significant
increases
in the was
use
our
thirteenth
consecutive
year
of
asset
of technology in the credit union’s first 70
growth.
1980 assets
haveapproach
grown by
years. OurSince
measured,
thoughtful
to
adding million
new systems
and solutions created a
$117.9
or 939%!”
foundation for progress throughout the credit
union – was
a foundation
that will
be explored
Growth
strong in 1993.
Assets
grew by
further
on
the
pages
that
follow.
$10.8 million to at an all time high of $130.4

million.
Savings
growth slowed from the
New Delivery
Channels
previous year but still increased by $9 milThe continuous upgrade of CCCU’s
lion.
A strong
return onprovided
assets of the
1.28%
entechnology
capabilities
perfect
abled
the Board
increasehow
reserves
by 18%,
opportunities
to toexpand
we delivered
which
brought
the
ratio
of
reserves
to
assets
our products and services. Prior to 1990,
our
to
7.92%.channels”
Loan growth
exceeded
the 15%
“delivery
were limited:
coming
into
goal
withwhere
a gainyou
of could
16.5%see
ora$11.6
an office
teller,million.
use our
proprietary loans
“QuikStop”
Automated
Teller
Consumer
posted the
majority of
the
Machine
(ATM)
or
the
drive
through.
“Remote
gain followed by mortgage loans and VISA.

Department
of Financial
Institutions
on our
Our first major
step forward
was joining
the
Cash Station ATM
network
This
examination
for the
year. in
A June
drive1990.
up ATM
greatly
expanded
ourMundelein
service capability
was
installed
at our
ofﬁce. over
The
the
internal
system
we
had
been
operating.
agreement signed the prior year for the Plan
Members Financial
were no Planning
longer limited
doing
America
servicetocame
to
business at the credit union’s two ATMs: they
fruition in June when we began offering this
were now able to transact business at any
service to members. By now staff training
Cash Station ATM, regardless of where it was
had
become an integral part of operations, so
located.
much so, that it had become pivotal to helpBy 1992,
Members
ing
the staff
stay onwere
trackclearly
in the embracing
pursuit of
the
idea
of
self-service
with
their
CCCUʼs mission to deliver Qualityfinancial
Service
transactions.
to
our members.That year alone, CCCU
completed 794,253 ATM transactions.
Additionally, Members used our automated
A strategic planning session was conducted
phone access service (PAM) to check account
by
Koch McNabb Resources on October 9th
information 328,375 times.

and 10th. The goals that came out of this
We further
expanded
ATM
in
session
for 1994
were: 1)
Gaincapabilities
15% in loans
1993
when
we
opened
a
drive-through
ATM
in
2) Plan and implement a service pricing proMundelein,
offering
Members
the convenience
gram
predicated
on service
relationships
with
of
24/7/365
access
to
their
money
that
our members 3) Established that
ouratsingle
location. Later that year, we won the bid to
best strategy for the future is to focus on reinstall an ATM in the lobby of the Lake County
tail lending as a means for increasing loan
Court House, completing installation on
business.
December 17, 1993. In addition to providing
better Member service, these moves also

channels” meant conducting transactions by
mail ordelinquency
direct deposit,declined
where available
from
an
Loan
to .14%
from
employer.
That
was
about
to
change
in
a
big
.24%. This helped reduce the ratio of loans
way during the decade of the 90s.

Bill
Reidel
closed
outfrom
his report
at the annual
attracted
new
income
non-Members
who
1
meeting
by stating:
“Our mission is to deliver
utilized these
two locations.
Quality Service to our members. We appreciThethe
previous
section
touched on
ate
hard work
our employees
putCCCU’s
forth to
new phone system, installed in January 1995.
translate this mission into reality. On behalf
In April of that year, we introduced “Touch
of
the Board of Directors, Staff, and ManageTone Loan Express,” giving Members the
ment
we thank
all offorour
members
forphone
their
opportunity
to apply
loans
over the
business
and
support.”
anytime from anywhere, thus adding telephone

Several accomplishments were listed in the
Annual Report for 1993. CCCU won the bid
to install an ATM in the lobby of the Lake
County Court House. Installation occurred
on December 17th. The credit union received
the highest composite rating possible from the

meet
challenges
of thenew
future.”
CCCUtheprovided
another
channel for
The
above
quote
from
the
1994
Annual
Members looking for an auto loan
when Rewe
port
was supported
by the lending
fact thatprogram
CCCU
introduced
a local indirect
had
assets in
for 1996.
14 consecutive
years.
withincreased
area dealers
This program
allowed
Members
(and prospective
Members)
Our
competent
friendly
staff, efﬁcient
delivto
begin
the
loan
application
process
while
ery systems, and well placed branch ofﬁce
at
the
dealer.
This
added
convenience
for
network were providing real value to our
Members resulted
in an additional
Million
members
and driving
the credit$2.6
union
forin auto loan volume for CCCU.
ward in the process.

charged off to just .12% of total loans, which
was 4 times better than the .50% the credit
union industry considered to be good. Consequently, asset quality remained very high
further bolstering the safety and soundness of
the credit union. CCCU signed up 1,536 new
members for the year elevating total membership to 39,343.

1
2

access as another new delivery channel. That
channel was strengthened even further when
we launched “Loan Line 24” in 1997, giving
1994
applicants
the opportunity
to talk climbed
with a loan
“By
the end
of 1994 assets
to
counselor
anytime
theyinapplied
forﬁve
a loan,
$136.4
Million.
Never
our sixty
year
24 /7/365.
history
have we been better prepared to

Note: in 1996, CCCU discontinued adding a surcharge to ATM transactions.
Beta-testing for Automated Bill Pay was completed in 1999, with the service first offered to Members in 2000.
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The most significant
delivery channel
was
Although
growth in new
share/savings
and assets
createdininunder
1999 goal,
when loan
CCCU
introduced
our
came
growth
surpassed
first
online
banking
solution.
Originally
known
the 15% goal with an increase of 16.2% for
as “Home
Banking,”
this bold were
step was
the
year. Since
share deposits
not taken
sufﬁon
August
9,
1999
–
nearly
five
months
before
cient to fully support the heavy loan demand,
the calendar turned to 2000. Home Banking
the investment portfolio had to fund most of
included an option for automated bill pay, a
the
growth. This ultimately caused investwonderful convenience for Members opting
ments
decline by 16% with the result that
for thistofeature.
this money now resided in the loan portfolio.
Interestingly,
Home
and
automated
This
shift in the
mixBanking
of assets
from
invest2
bill
pay
were
added
while
many
financial
ments to loans would have positive implicainstitutions
wereincome,
paralyzed
of
tions
for future
duebytothe
thespecter
superior
Y2K. loans
If there
wasover
any doubt
the wisdom
yield
have
that ofabout
investments.

of that decision, CCCU Members and staff
proved we were ready for the challenge: by the
The
percentage
of reportable
to
end of
the year, 1,451
Membersdelinquency
were enrolled
total
slightly
from29,464
the previous
in theloans
newincreased
services and
another
made
year,
however,
loan
charge
offs
declined.
This
inquiries about them. WOW!

signiﬁed that the quality of the credit unionʼs
By the
theIndecade,
CCCU towas
assets
wasend
veryof
high.
fact, the Report
the
transformed
from
an
“on-site”
financial
Members stated: “It is remarkable indeed
that
institution to one committed to offering our
we have managed to increase our loan portfoproducts and services to Members in as many
lio
by $31.1 million the past three years and
ways and through as many different delivery
still
maintain
and loan
channels
as superlative
possible. delinquency
By leveraging
new
charge
off
statistics.
Industry
standards
indicapabilities provided by improved technology
cate
that a ratiocombined
of .25% of
netbuilding
loans charged
and telephony,
with
on our
off
to total loans
excellent.andOur
ratioauto
of
relationships
with isMembers
local
dealers,
credit
wasbetter.”
ready to plunge
.07%
forthe
1994
wasunion
3.5 times
into the new millennium.

During the year the credit union implemented
Addition of New Products and Services
the required provisions of the Truth In SavThe Act
advances
in totechnology
plus multiple
ings
in order
be in compliance
by the
new delivery channels positioned CCCU to
effective date of January 1, 1995. A state of
increase the value of Membership further
the art digital phone system was installed that
than ever. The perfect complement to those
tied
all ofwould
our ofﬁces
together for
thecredit
ﬁrst
advances
be the expansion
of the
time.
We
received
31
complementary
letters
union’s menu of products and services; the 90s
from
members
whoadditions.
felt the staff had delivered
saw several
timely
on our mission to provide them with Quality
Towards This
that end,
looked fortoinnovative
Service.
was awetestimonial
the comnew
ways
to
increase
the
value.
In
fact, the
mitment management had made to continue
decade’s first new service was National Buyers
training staff on sound methods for providing
Federation (NBF), an automobile purchasing
personal
service. During the year, loan decicooperative added in 1991. This service helped
sion
making
was centralized
at the
remove the stigma
of “haggling”
for Waukegan
a fair price
ofﬁce
to enable more
rapid decisions
to occur
for automobiles.
Instead,
CCCU Members
for
loan
requests.
were
assured
the price they paid for new cars
and trucks would be no more than $100.00
over lower
invoice.level
The NBF
helpedbranch
drive
The
of theprogram
Mundelein
loan
volume
during
a
very
challenging
year
ofﬁce was remodeled to improve service tofor
the U.S. economy.
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members
space
for staff
within the
In 1992, and
the work
credit
union
negotiated
an
agreement and
withVISA
Sam’sDepartments.
Club so all Members
Mortgage
In addicouldthejoin
Sam’s
Gurnee. ofﬁce
This
tion,
lower
levelClub
of theinWaukegan
represented
a two-fold
savings
Members,
was
refurbished
to improve
thetoappearance
first
on
the
Sam’s
Club
membership
fee, then
of the loan department.
by providing a low-price shopping option for
all CCCU Members. Both Sam’s Club and
NBF are examples of helping Members by
A
$5 monthly
service fee (a
goal from the
offering
new non-traditional
services.

previous year) was implemented. This fee
The credit
another
step forward
was
put inunion
placetook
to reduce
thebold
expenses
assoin
June
1993
when
we
added
Plan
America,
our
ciated with providing check cashing services
first
investment
service,
in
cooperation
with
for members who did not use the other serCUNA
Insurance
Thepolicy
Plan
vices
theMutual
credit union
had toGroup.
offer. The
America program was offered exclusively and
that deﬁned the parameters for this fee proat no cost to CCCU Members; a key strategy
vided
a broad range of services that enabled
to help them effectively plan and manage their
the
vast financial
majority goals.
of members
to ultimately
personal
The program
was so
avoid
the
fee
altogether.
The
well received by Members thatpolicy
CCCUstated
was
members
satisﬁed
anyperforming
one of thecredit
folrecognizedwho
as one
of the top
lowing
criteria
notbybethe
charged
the fee:
unions for
Plan would
America
end of 1994.
an active checking account, or an aggregate
By the mid-90s, mortgage originations had
average
daily minimum balance of $500 on
become an increasingly important part of our
deposit, or an active VISA account, or a loan.
loan portfolio. To help increase mortgage
Members
22added
years of
or 3-year
younger,
or 65 or
options, we
ourage
first
Adjustable
older
exempted
frominthe
fee. We
Overalso
the
Rate were
Mortgage
(ARM)
1994.
years
the
monthly
service
fee
proved
effeclowered down payment requirements from 20%
tive
at reducing
expenses
andofincreasing
the
to 10%
to broaden
the reach
our program.
use
services.
Thatofsame
year, we received approval from
our state regulator to increase our maximum
mortgage amount from $200,000 to $300,000.
Finally,
our unionʼs
increasedprimary
focus ongoals
mortgages
was
The
credit
for 1995
supported
by the build-out
of 10%
the lower
level of
were:
1) increase
loans by
2) increase
the Mundelein office in 1995, allowing for an
savings by 8% 3) earn a return on assets
increase in both staff to effectively manage the
(ROA) of 1% or greater. The Annual Report
increased mortgage volume.

closed out by stating: “There is no question
In 1995,
we added
the SCORECARD
rewards
that
a strong
capital
position enhances
the
option
to
CCCU’s
VISA
credit
card
portfolio,
solvency of the credit union. However, your
with the
points
both
board
of reward
directors
and redeemable
managementforrealize
merchandise
and
travel.
This
new
feature
that ﬁnancial strength is also related to such
helped us
on a level
playing
field with
factors
ascompete
the quality
of assets,
managerial
much larger credit card issuers and quickly
competence, and future earnings...”
became a hit with our Members.

1995
The credit union added Money Market
Accounts
as a our
new loan
savings
in 1996.
We
exceeded
andoption
savings
goals
Members
quickly
embraced
them:
our
Money
and ﬁnished the year with a strong 1.02%
Market on
Account
return
assets. balances grew by $13.7

Million in the first year alone. The next year,
we introduced three new certiﬁcate of deposit
Assets
grew by $12.5 million to end the year
(CD) products of 15, 30 and 45 months,

at
$152 million.
including
respectively.
TheseMortgage
new CDsloans,
also turned
out
to bemortgages,
quite popular
andmortgages,
grew by $8.2
ﬁrst
second
andmillion
home
by yearloans
end. grew by 17.3% or $6.5 million.
equity
The
increase in ﬁrst mortgage loans alone
Over the next few years, we enhanced our
amounted
to 83%
of the total
loan gain
the
Share Draft
(checking)
Accounts,
as inwell.
mortgage
sector.our Total
loans increased
by
We introduced
first Overdraft
Protection
$11.4
million.
Investments
increased
by
$4.2
option in 1997, providing a safety net and
million.
The surplus
ﬂowedelecting
to investpeace of mind
for thosethat
Members
the
feature.
In
April
1999,
we
issued
our
first
Debit
ments was due to the robust growth in shares/
Cards, providing
savings
of 11.4%.yet another way for Members
to access funds from their checking accounts.

Loan
delinquency
and loans charged off inBranch
Development
creased. Even though our statistics in these
The 90s were clearly a dynamic time at
areas
remained superior to the averages for
CCCU: exciting new technology, a significant
credit unions nationally, these increases did
expansion of delivery channels, and innovative
impact
net earnings.
Asset
qualitytoremained
new products
and services
designed
increase
very
high
despite
these
increases.
parathe value of Membership. In order To
to better
phrase
the Annual
Report:
withofthe
inserve Members
during
thisEven
period
rapid
crease,
ratio of
loans
charged
to total
growth,our
the credit
union
also
made aoff
significant
loans
ended 1995
just .11%.
That is supercommitment
to ouratbranch
network.
lative performance considering .25% is conThe first investment came in 1990 when we
sidered excellent by the credit union industry.
remodeled the Washington Street office in
Waukegan. This important investment was
The
Listsince
of Accomplishments
1995
apthe first
we moved into that for
office
in May
peared
at
the
end
of
the
Report
to
the
Mem1975. After 15 years, the makeover helped us
bers.
notable
accomplishments
better Some
serve of
thethe
rapidly
growing
transaction
for
the
year
were:
1)
the
credit
union
earned a
volume at that location.

return on assets of 1.02% which enabled the
CCCU expanded our branch footprint in
Board
to increase reserves by $1,556,884 2)
October 1991 when we opened a second fullthe ratio of operating expenses to gross income
service branch in the Mallard Creek Shopping
was
reduced
3) earned
highest
rating
posCenter
in Round
Lake the
Beach.
While
opening
sible
on
our
examination
by
the
Department
a branch in a strip center was new territory, it
of
Institutions
Developedsolution
a plan
wasFinancial
always meant
to be a4)temporary
to
launch
Money
Market
Accounts the
next
until
we could
identify
a permanent
location
year
5) enhanced
our VISA
adding
in western
Lake County,
IL,service
even asbywe
were
growing new Members
in that allow
area. members
SCORECARD
which would
to earn points toward travel and merchandise awards 6) increased our business hours
7) received approval from the School Board
of Adlai Stevenson High School to open a
branch ofﬁce in the school.

The Annual Report for 1995 ended by stating: “The continued dedication to service excellence by our staff and board of directors in
Mallard Creek Shopping Center Branch opened in Round Lake Beach in 1991
Mallard Creek Shopping Center Branch opened in Round
1995
was
the
pros- per
As a result,
reserves
increased
from 6.95% in to ensure
ated in 1990
grewfuture
to 70,000 transactions
Lake
Beach
innecessary
1991
1990 to 7.01% at the end of 1991. This was
month. The strong growth in assets and transperity
of
the
credit
union.
We
recognize
that
quite good considering the strong growth in
actions heightened managementʼs
focus on
assets for the year. Membership growth was
very good with 1,321 new members opening
accounts, which brought total membership
up to 35,084.

On October 1, 1991, the credit union opened
a second full service branch ofﬁce in the Mallard Creek Shopping Center in Round Lake
Beach located near the intersection of Rollins
Road and Route 83. Our ﬁrst branch opened

training in order to prepare our staff to provide courteous, personable, and efﬁcient service. This training initiative began in 1988
and has helped the staff make solid progress
on our mission to provide our members with
Quality Service.
The Banking lobby sought to combine the
NCUSIF (National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund) with the FDIC (Federal De-

the
was a good
because
We year
accomplished
thatone
objective
in our
1993memwith
the purchase
of land
the business
corner of and
IL HWY
bers
trusted us
with attheir
gave
83 their
and Monaville
Rd in
Lake
us
support. With
thatRound
in mind,
weBeach,
intend
where
we
would
ultimately
build
our
new
to follow our mission of delivering Quality
facility.
We
took
a
“go-slow”
approach
from
Service to our members in the pursuit of our
the time we acquired the land until we began
goals
in 1996.”
construction, as our goal was to add 5,000 new
Members in the greater Round Lake area by
1996
the time we opened the new office.

“Our ﬁnancial strength, experienced manPlans for the
were completed
in
agement,
andnew
thelocation
sound policy
decisions of
in
1996
and
we
broke
ground
for
our
beautiful
our Board of Directors have positioned us
new Round
Beach branch
the following
well
for theLake
competitive
challenges
that lie
year.
CCCU
President
Bill
Reidel
served
as
ahead.” (quote from 1996 Annual Report)
general contractor during the construction
phase, working hand-in-hand with the Hezner
The
credit union learned long ago that meetCorporation, the project architect, and Larry
ing
challenges
depended
upon good
May,future
the head
of Kimbar,
Incorporated,
our
planning,
followed
up
by
the
solid
execution
construction management ﬁrm.

of objectives. During 1996 CCCU did a good
The meeting
target forobjectives
completionand
of the
newestablished
office was
job
goals
January
1998
–
a
target
that
was
met
the
during the prior year. For example, when
the goals
branch officially opened on January 11th of
for growth in share/savings, loans, return on
that year. This new facility would become our
assets and asset growth were surpassed. In
largest physical ofﬁce, with a full-service lobby,
addition,
assets ended
the year
at an allATM.
time
several drive-up
lanes and
a drive-up
high
of $168.8
million,
years
The initial
build-out
alsomarking
includedsixteen
office space
of
consecutive
growth.
and an employee break room in the lower level,
while providing for future expansion with an

The
Annual5,000
Report
stated:
“Strong
share/savadditional
square
feet
available
on the
uppergrowth
level ofpushed
the building.
ings
assets up by $16.5 million or 10.9%. Loan growth led all other asset categories. Our successful performance in
the area of lending will enable us to continue
paying competitive rates on savings, thereby,
enhancing our potential for future growth.”
Money Market accounts were introduced in
1996. By the end of the year the collective
Round
LakeinBeach
Branch
opened inhad
January
1998to $13.7
balance
these
accounts
grown
during the past two years we have loaned
to open a branch ofﬁce on this site in 2002.
also
grew
outmillion.
$142.7 million Certiﬁcates
in new money, for a netof deposit
Management and
the Board
felt anrapofﬁce at
increase
in
our loan portfolio of
$43.1
milthis locationopened
would take some
of the transacOn
December
2,
1996,
CCCU
another
lion.”
tion
load
off
of
the
Washington
Street
ofﬁce,
idly and combined with the growth in money
which
would
then enable that ofﬁce
to bring
unique
branch
at
Adlai
E.
Stevenson
High
The
credit union signed
up 2,567 newpushed
memnew
members on board
more effectively.
market
accounts
aggregate
share/savbers,
bringing thein
total Lincolnshire,
membership count
Once
in operation,
the new ofﬁce would
posiSchool
IL.
Stevenson
High
toings
41,487. up
Many by
new members
came
from
tion
the
credit
union
to
better
serve members
11%
or
$15.2
million.
referrals
employees
asked for
dealing
on the north side of Waukegan
and northward.
School
had
a when
student
population
of 3,300
at
Round Lake Beach Branch opened in January 1998

with current members. However, the majority of new members were referred through
our indirect lending program with automobile dealers.

In addition, future growth would be enhanced

the north side of350
Waukegan,
Beach Park
the time, along with an onaddition
faculty,
(including the planned Cambridge Homes
Loans
grew
by
14.7%
or
$15.7
million.
The
development
and Wadsworth
administrators and support
staff.at Green
TheBaygoal
was
Roads), Zion, and Winthrop Harbor.
growth
signaled
many
for
this
location
tofrombe a that
catalyst
for members
Member
Onstrong
Sunday,
January
11, 1998 we moved
our location at the Mallard Creek Shopping
By the end of 1998 CCCU was on a growth
were
helped
with
low
cost
loans.
It18Lake
also
growth
in
the
south-central
part
of
Center, to our new ofﬁce just completed the
trend that had already spanned
consecuweek before at the corner of Monaville Road
tive years and showed no signs of coming to
County.
meant
union
would
ultimately
earn
and
Route 83 inthe
Roundcredit
Lake Beach.
The
a halt anytime
soon.
wind howled and temperatures hovered near
zero during the move. Despite the inclement weather Branch Manager LeRoy Wiese
guided completion of the move in a timely
fashion and the ofﬁce opened on time for
business the following day.

more income. Had this
1999not happened, the

Later in the year the credit union purchased
a 6 acre site at the corner of Beach Road and
Lewis Avenue in Waukegan. The plan was
36

On December 7, 1999 a good friend and
lifetime member Karrin M. Luhtala passed
away at age 96. Karrin was on our ﬁrst
Board of Directors in 1930, and served as
the very ﬁrst Board Secretary. She had the
distinction of holding account #1 at CCCU.
Karrin was a dedicated supporter of credit
unions and reveled in the progress CCCU
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signiﬁcant
of funds
ﬂowed
into
In addition amount
to expanding
the that
branch
footprint
to Round
Lakehave
Beach
and up
Lincolnshire,
the
savings
would
ended
in investments
credit
union
also
made
capital
investments
in
where yields would have been less.

our Mundelein and Waukegan facilities. The
lower
levels
of was
bothloan
offices
were remodeled
The
good
news
delinquency
had deto help us better manage our growing loan
clined from last yearʼs level. The bad news
portfolio. When completed, the newly builtwas loans charged off increased dramaticalout Mundelein lower level became home to our
ly.
Bankruptcies
wereDepartments,
the prime culprit.
In
Mortgage
and VISA
while the
fact,
bankruptcies
represented
$271,675
or
remodeled
lower level
in Waukegan
provided
68.9%
of
the
total
amount
of
the
net
charge
upgraded facilities for our Loan Department.

off amount of $320,906. Unfortunately this
Against
this backdrop
of new
locations of
anda
was
no aberration.
It was
the beginning
remodeled
facilities,
CCCU kept
an eye on
trend
that would
signiﬁcantly
contribute
to
future expansion opportunities as well. We
loans charged off in future years.
purchased land on the southeast corner of
Lewis Avenue and Beach Road on the north
Members
beneﬁtedin by
a 22.7%
increase
in
side of Waukegan
1998,
a six-acre
site that
dividends.
Despite
this
increase,
and
a
highwould eventually become the home of our
er
levelWaukegan
of operating
expenses,
netadd
earnings
North
facility.
The goal:
a fifth
amounted
million,
which
wasbyused
location to to
our$1.5
growing
branch
network
the
year
2002. the ratio of reserves to assets to
to
increase

8.78%. The Annual Report stated: “The capiStaff Training
tal and solvency position of your credit union
The
management
team recognized that
is
at CCCU
a high point
in our history.”

successfully managing the growth of products,
services, delivery channels and facilities
In
addition to achieving the major goals rerequired an aggressive staff training program.
lated to balance sheet growth and earnings,
No matter how fast the place of growth and
1996
wasthe
a very
good
yearwas
in many
other rechange,
credit
union
committed
to
spects.
The credit
the service
design
maintaining
the union
highestcompleted
quality of
for
our new Round
Beach
Facility.
A
to Members.
This Lake
section
covers
training
fourth
branch
opened at Adlai Stevenhighlights
fromwas
the decade.

son High School. Business hours were inThe firstattraining
program
in
creased
all ofﬁces
withwas
the introduced
exception of
1990, with all staff participating in several hours
the Stevenson Branch. The Department of
of training designed to improve performance
Financial
Institutions
gave the
union
in their specific
areas while
alsocredit
helping
thema
level
1
rating,
the
highest
rating
possible,
and
to better understand how to increase the value
CCCU ﬁnished the year in a strong position
to achieve our goals for 1997.

Branch Ofﬁce in Adlai Stevenson High School
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1997
of Members by delivering the best possible
personal experienced
service to Members.
This
CCCU
strong loan
andtraining
share/
returned
almost
immediate
dividends,
as the
savings growth in 1997 and an improvecredit in
union
receivedThis
numerous
with
ment
earnings.
helpedletters
the credit
positive
feedback
from
Members
recognizing
union gain market share and improve ﬁthe quality service delivered by our staff.
nancial
soundness.
As a result of this success, the credit union

By
theaend
of 1997 assets
increased
to $190.3
made
commitment
to make
staff training
a
part
of
each
employee’s
annual
development
million. Many factors contributed to this
program.For
To one
meet
thatshare/savings
charge, we adopted
growth.
thing,
balancseveral
different
training
programs
during
the
es grew by $19.5 million or 12.7%. This prodecade.
In
1993,
for
example,
we
added
the
vided most of the energy for the $21.4 million
Vision
program
CUNAbyMutual
in
assetQuest
growth.
Loansfrom
increased
$16.7
Insurance Group (CMG). In later years, we
million or 13.7%, just short of our 14% goal.
expanded our program to include CMG’s
The
mortgage loan sector surpassed consumer
Business Development Sales Training (BDST)
loans
for the
ﬁrst time that
and accounted
for 62%
for staff,
a program
was implemented
of
total
loan
growth.
The
demand
for
for new Member-facing staff throughloans
the
to
purchaseofcars
and trucks was very strong.
remainder
the decade.
At the same time, loan delinquency and loan
Upon completing
the installation
our new
charge
offs declined.
This helpedofreduce
excore processing system in 1992, management
penses related to charge offs thereby boosting
was challenged to evaluate how we managed
net income.
the workflow for transactions and other routine
activities. The purpose: determine where and
We
up 913
new operating
members efficiency
bringing
how signed
we could
increase
total
membership
to
38,920.
The
service
throughout by increasing productivity
and
penetration
ratio ofservice.
services to members inimproving Member

creased. This meant members used the serAs technology
to evolve
and
vices
offered to acontinued
greater extent.
This was
improve, this mind-set of reevaluating
in great part due to the sales and service efprocesses became part of CCCU’s approach
forts
of the staff and to aggressive marketing.
to business. Each time we received a system
A
comprehensive
conupgrade,
we lookedmember
for new survey
ways towas
improve
ducted
during
the
year.
It
helped
determine
operating efficiency while maintaining
where
service needed
to be
superiorimprovements
service. Mostinimportantly,
we made
made
andwas
revealed
that in
general,
members
sure staff
adequately
trained
to handle
any
changes
before
deploying
them
throughoutthey
the
were
very
pleased
with the
relationship
enterprise.
had with their credit union.
To monitor our success with this project, we

CCCU
introduced
three new certiﬁcate
of dehired the
research department
of Credit Union
posit
products
by creating
certiﬁcate
National
Association
(CUNA)
to maturity
conduct
durations
of
15,
30
and
45
months.
Thesebasis
new
extensive Member surveys on a periodic
savings
instruments
turned
to be quite
throughout
the remainder
of out
the decade.
We
popular
and grew
by $8.2
million
year end.
used Member
feedback
from
thesebysurveys
to
fine-tune
training
and
identify
A
total ofour
$6.1
millionprogram
was paid
in to
dividends
how
we
could
improve
Member
service
to members, which amounted to a 13.9%and
infurther from
increase
value
of Membership.
crease
the the
prior
year.
We also launched
a new “Loan Line 24” service to enable mem-

bers
to talk
a loan specialized
counselor 24/7.
CCCU
alsowith
provided
training in
the areas
of served
strategicasplanning
and marketing.
Bill
Reidel
the general
contractor
Our
management
team
benefited
by
during the construction phase of our hearing
Round
independent
views
from
successful
third-party
Lake Beach Facility. In that capacity he
providersclosely
in thesewith
areas.
steady stream
of
worked
ourThis
architect,
The Hefresh ideas became an important part of our
zner Corporation and Larry May, who headed
growth and success.
up the Construction Management ﬁrm, Kimbar,
completion
date of
We Incorporated.
also conductedAperiodic
sessions
forJanuboth
management
and
the
Board
throughout
the
ary 1998 was established. This new facility
decadebecome
to assure
effectiveofﬁce.
and The
responsible
would
our largest
design
asset-liability
management.
Our
entire
incorporated a full service lobby, driveteam
up
responded
well
to the
these
and
drive up
ATM.
Theguidance
plan alsofrom
provided
experts,
CCCU
continuously
for
5,000helping
square feet
on the
upper levelearn
for
excellent ratings from regulators.
future expansion.
Perhaps the most significant important aspects

At
of theprogram
Annual Report
of the
ourtime
training
were the outlook
annual
revisions
andthat
updates
to rates
the credit
for
1998 was
interest
would union’s
remain
BusinessIfContinuity
and scenario
Disaster held
Recovery
stable.
that economic
true
Plans.
Starting
in
1995,
the
plan
was
extended
the credit union expected to increase share/
beyond by
the9%,
Technology
Department,
savings
loans by 14%,
and earnadding
a .9%
new training requirements on end-user
return on assets in the coming year.

software. Through the end of the decade, we
evaluated, tested, refined and then tested the
During
much
1997
the Credit
Union
Naplan again
to of
help
assure
we were
properly
tional
Association
andchallenges
the Illinois
prepared
for whatever
Y2K Credit
might
Union
League
were
gearing
up
to
do battle
bring.

with the banking lobby. The battle was over
change
and refinement
broughtwho
the were
need
aEvery
law suit
instituted
by the bankers
for additional
training
in this
area.
Thesigning
result:
seeking
to restrain
credit
unions
from
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the interests of members are threatened.
1992
Former CCCU Treasurer/Manager, Anthony (Tony) Pierce passed away on February 22, 1992 at the age of 82. Tony was
Treasurer/Manager of the credit union
from 1956 to 1971. Under his leadership,
CCCU grew from $1.7 million in assets to
$5.4 million; membership increased from
4,715 to 8,073. Tony dedicated much of
his life to the cooperative movement and
the principle of “people helping people.”
With his passing CCCU and the credit
union movement lost a stalwart friend and
advocate.

In Memoriam

The growth of $119.6 million or 18.6% drove
assets to a new record high. Just as impressive, asset quality improved over the previous year. For example, the credit unionʼs past
due loans amounted to just .24% (less than a
quarter of one percent) of total loans, which
was excellent by industry standards.
Transaction volumes grew rapidly. Teller
assisted transactions ended the year at 2.2

During the 90s, Consumers Cooperative
Credit
Union
million. A total of $79.5
million ﬂowed
into lost two very important leaders from our
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direct
deposit
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anhistory. We dedicate this section
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Pierce and Karrin Mr. Luhtalathe while
other $26.6 million came in from payroll dethanking them for their commitment
and service
to 794,253
the credit union movement.
duction transactions.
We completed
ATM transactions and our automated phone
access service (PAM) successfully processed
328,375 calls.

Tony Pierce
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the Mallard Creek Shopping Center.
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Effective
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1992, cooperative
members bemuch
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movement and to the principle of “people
gan to beneﬁt from higher dividend payhelping
people.”
With
his
passing,
CCCU and the credit union movement
ments. This came about when the board approved managementʼs recommendation to
lostconvert
a stalwart,
a friend and an advocate.
to a daily calculation for dividends

from a quarterly method. We negotiated an
agreement that allowed all of our members
to join SAMʼS CLUB. Plans were also ﬁnalized for a new ﬁnancial planning service. To
Tony Pierce
a contract1998
was signed with the PLAN
Round
Lake
Beach
in end
January
Tony
PierceBranch openedthat
AMERICA investment service with a schedAt the Annual Membership meeting on March
uled commencement in either the second or
10, 1993 Board Chairman Ray DeWeerth rethird quarter of 1993.
ported “1992 was an extremely strong year of
The Annual Report ended by indicating the
growth for our credit union. Assets grew at a
main marketing focus for the coming year
record pace. We added 2,723 new members
would be to increase our loan portfolio by
during the year, bringing total membership to
15% or greater. Considerable time was also

made over the years. Thank you Karrin
for all you did for us.

Karrin M. Luhtala

during the past two years we have loaned
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same
time
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the
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Despite the inclem1999
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ent weather Branch Manager LeRoy Wiese
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business the following day.
Board of Directors in 1930, and served as
Systems
Manager, and John Pawlowski, VP
• Mary
Turley
• John Huber
the very ﬁrst Board Secretary. She had the
of Finance. The committee worked diligently
Later in the year the credit union purchased
distinction of holding account #1 at CCCU.
with our data processing company and other
a 6 acre site at the corner of Beach Road and
Karrin was a dedicated supporter of credit
key business partners to ensure no stone was
Lewis Avenue in Waukegan. The plan was
unions and reveled in the progress CCCU
left unturned. In the end wrestling with the
real issues behind the Y2K problem was far
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easier than managing the hysteria the media
whipped up. The constant barrage of news
reports caused our members and the general
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short of the goals set the prior year. Share/

Consumers Cooperative Credit Union wrapped up it’s firstsavings
70 years
with a record
financial
performance
balances
increased
by 5.36%
versus that
positioned the credit union for success as it entered the 21st
critical,
as CCU was
thecentury.
goal ofThese
10%.efforts
Loanwere
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entering the new millennium with the uncertainty about exactly
what
Y2K
might
bring.
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ever, net
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Balanceapproved
Sheet was
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Our Y2K initiative assured we had the technology in place to meet any challenges. We remodeled our Mundelein
Branch and built our new Round Lake Beach facility to better serve our growing number of Members. We provided
charged off
increased
byour
86%
in 1999.Policy
additional training for managers and supervisors and updatedLoans
our Employee
Handbook
and
Corporate
The
Annual
Report stated: “The sharp inManual in preparation for the challenges of a new decade and
a new
century.
Kaarin Luhtala (1930 & 1990)

crease was the result of three primary factors:
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followed
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the past
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charts that illustrate the results of our efforts from 1990 – 1999.
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The 2000s: A Decade of
Challenges, Changes and Progress
The 2000s: Y2K Hysteria a “non-event;” American
under attack on September 11, 2001; the economy
soars, followed by the Great Recession and the credit
union industry responds.
The first decade of the 21st century
can best be described as a rollercoaster ride – starting with the very
first day. January 1, 2000, marked
the much anticipated, much
feared “Y2K,” a day when many
existing technology platforms
were expected to fail. Fortunately
for everyone, this turned out to be
one of the great “non-events” of
our lifetime.
The buildup to Y2K fueled a rapid increase
in the value of technical stocks, particularly
those listed on the NASDAQ stock exchange.
This so-called “dot-com bubble” led to vastly
over-priced stocks. As is inevitably the case,
the bubble led to the “dot-com crash” a few
months into the year, delivering what would
become the first in a series of jolts to hit the
financial markets during the decade. Between
March and October, the market shed more
than $5 Trillion in value.
The next major financial trend was the
continuous increase in real estate property
values. For several years, it seemed as if there
would be no end to the ever-increasing cost of
real estate and homes. In the short term, this
trend had both a positive and negative impact
on the economy.
On the positive side, homeowners enjoyed a
steady increase in the value of their homes.
Many people used this opportunity to “trade
up” into larger homes. Many others used
their increased equity to remodel their existing
homes, to purchase new cars, to enjoy luxury
vacations and any number of other activities.
The downside of this trend was two-fold. First,
many potential homeowners were “squeezed

out” of the market because of the increased cost
of becoming a first-time buyer. This, in turn,
led to a second negative event: more and more
financial institutions extended
credit to borrowers with limited
ability to repay their loans.
As with the dot-com boom
that led to the bust in 2000,
this continuous increase in real
estate values was unsustainable.
Additionally, the “easy money,
easy credit” policies in place
during the middle of the decade
gradually took a toll on the
financial markets. And so the
roller coaster ride continued: the consequence
of these conditions was the banking crisis
of 2008, followed by crashes in both the real
estate market and the stock market.
During the remainder of the decade, real
estate values plummeted by as much as 30%
in many areas, and by an even greater amount
in the “sand states” of Florida, California and
Nevada. Stocks tumbled across all three major
indexes – the Dow-Jones Industrial Average,
the S & P 500 and the NASDAQ; it would take
five years before stock prices returned to their
levels of early 2008.
Lower values in both the real estate and
stock markets created enormous pressure on
borrowers. The financial services industry
experienced sharp increases in delinquency,
followed by charged-off loans and, ultimately,
foreclosures on homes and other properties.
While Consumers Cooperative Credit Union
(CCCU) performed significantly better than
our peers, the credit union also felt the impact
of these forces.
This time, the downward trajectory of the
roller coaster had a world-wide impact. In fact,
the financial downturn extended beyond the
nation’s borders, negatively affecting nearly
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every major economy on the planet.
This
downturn became known as the Great Recession,
the most significant financial collapse since the
Great Depression of the 1930s.
Sadly, the credit union industry was not
immune to these conditions. Two of the largest
“Corporate” Credit Unions1 – WesCorp and
Members United – had significant investments
in real estate backed securities. The combination
of loose credit policies and declining real estate
values resulted in the failing of both of these
Corporates. Their failure, in turn, led to an
increased burden on natural-person credit
unions such as CCCU.
It’s fair to ask, “If CCCU never invested in risky
real estate investments and didn’t have loose
lending policies, why would they be impacted
by the failing of the Corporates?”
The answer lies in the cooperative nature of
credit unions. Unlike the banking system, which
gladly gobbled up Billions of dollars in TARP2
funds from the U.S. government – essentially,
bail-out money – credit unions never took even
one penny of government money.
Rather, the credit union industry worked
together to solve our own problems. Doing so
meant significant financial assessments from
the NCUA, the industry’s regulatory body, to
assure the solvency of the National Credit Union
Share Insurance Fund (NCUSIF). CCCU’s
contribution was nearly $3.7 Million, in
addition to a loss of approximately $2.2 Million
because of our support for and investments in
the corporate credit union system.

2009 alone and did not cut our Members’ lines
of credits during the height of the recession.
Yet, the roller coaster continued. Even though
the credit union industry worked cooperatively
to solve its own issues, even more challenges
loomed on the horizon. The government enacted
burdensome new legislation under the guise
of consumer protection – a trend that would
continue into the next decade, culminating in the
onerous Dodd-Frank Act of 2010.
With governments at every level looking for
increased revenues, credit unions also faced the
loss of our not-for-profit status and the threat of
taxation – encouraged, of course, by the same
banking industry that took TARP funds while
credit unions did not. To-date, the industry
has successfully blocked such attempts, but
most continue to monitor the political climate
in both Washington, D.C. and in Springfield to
protect our Members’ interests.
Such is the backdrop for the first decade of the 21st
century. We are proud to report that Consumers
Cooperative Credit Union came out of the decade
with a strong foundation that positioned the
credit union for long-term growth. On the pages
that follow, we’ll explore the trends that detail
how CCCU met the challenges in our path while
blazing a new trail into our future. Those trends
are organized as follows.
• Leadership Changes and Expansion
• Physical Growth and Expansion
• Technology and Security Enhancements

Additionally, most credit unions – including
CCCU – continued to lend during the
environment. Compare this to the banking
industry, where their approach to credit went
from “easy money” to very restrictive lending
policies, including cutting existing lines of credit.

• Expansion of Products and Services

Not so at CCCU! During the last three years
of the decade, we increased our lending in all
areas. While the details are provided later in this
section, its significant that CCCU introduced
Commercial Loans for Members, increased our
number and volume of vehicle loans, disbursed
a record $109+ Million in real estate loans in

• Awards and Recognition
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• Leveraging CCCU’s Unique Charter
• The Decade by the Numbers
• Milestones of the Decade

1 Corporate Credit Unions provide important services to
natural-person credit unions, such as check and .ACH clearing,
investment opportunities and lines of credit.
2 TARP = Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), a government
program that extend loans to the U.S. banking system.

Leadership Changes and Expansion

William M. (Bill) Reidel:

The first decade of the 21st century saw changes
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Sean was most recently President of Blackhawk
Community Credit Union in Wisconsin, with
additional credit union experience at Sunmark
FCU in New York. Sean was introduced to
CCCU Members at the credit union’s 74th
Annual Meeting on March 10, 2004.
That gathering also provided the perfect
opportunity for credit union and community
leaders, along with state and local officials, to
thank Bill Reidel for his 40 years of service to
the credit union industry, which included 25
years as CCCU President. Accolades poured
in from far and wide for the man synonymous
with Consumers Cooperative Credit Union for
four decades.
During Sean Rathjen’s first year as President/
CEO, one priority was to continue CCCU’s
commitment to leverage the credit union’s
associational charter. The unique charter
provided the opportunity to attract new
Members without any limitations of geography,
employment or other similar membership
restrictions. Meeting this objective required
expanding the senior management leadership
team by attracting new executive talent to
the organization.
The first of the new senior management
positions were filled in January 2005 when
Consumers created the positions of Vice
President of Sales & Marketing and Vice
President of Lending. Those were followed in
October 2005 when CCCU hired its first Vice
President of Technology. The expansion of the
leadership team was completed with the hiring
of a Vice President of Commercial Lending
in 2008.
While the decade saw many changes and
extensive leadership growth, it was also a time
of loss: six long-time credit union volunteer
leaders passed away between 2001 and 2009.
Their pictures and accomplishments are
recognized in the article to the right.

In Memoriam
Consumers Credit Union lost six long-time
volunteers, including five Members of our
Board of Directors, one of whom served 23
years as Chairman of the Board. This section
honors the memory of those who helped forge
our history, with the year we lost them noted
in parentheses.
Ernest (Ernie) Wooldridge (2001)
Ernie served on the Board of Directors
for more than four decades, where he was
recognized for his unselfish dedication to
making our credit union better for Members.
Ernie was so well respected that CCCU’s
2001 Annual Report booklet was dedicated
in his honor.

John Huber (2004)
John joined our Board of Directors in 1986.
During is 18 years on the Board, John served
as Chairman of the Credit Committee and
several other committees. He was respected
for his ongoing encouragement for growth
and expansion of the credit union.

Sam Filippo (2005)
Sam served on the Board from 1992 to 2000,
where he championed our expansion to the
northwest area of Lake County with the
opening of our Round Lake Beach office.
Formerly Waukegan City Clerk for the City
of Waukegan, Sam was equally committed
to serving the community.
Norma Quedenfeld (2007)
Norma served on CCU's Board for several
decades. During her years of service, CCU
added branches in Mundelein, Round Lake
Beach, Gurnee and North Waukegan, while
greatly expanding our menu of products and
services.

Donald Cartwright (2008)
Donald served on the Board of Directors
for Consumers Cooperative Association,
the credit union's sponsor, from 1995 to
2007. During his tenure, Don served on
several committees, including Scholarship,
Nominating and By-Laws, along with one
term as President.

Raymond DeWeerth (2009)
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Raymond DeWeerth was elected to the
Board in 1975. He was selected to Chair the
Credit Committee in 1977. He was elected
Chairman of the Board in 1979, a position
he held for 23 years, earning the distinction
of being the longest-serving Chairman in
CCU's History.

Physical Growth and Expansion
The new millennium also ushered in an
unprecedented period of construction, with
new facilities and the extensive remodeling
of existing branches. During this time, the
credit union grew from three to six physical
locations and added a new “Contact Center”
to assist Members with the growing number of
phone and electronic transactions. This rapid
growth is a testament to the smooth leadership
transitions at the Board, management and
operational levels.
The expansion began in 2001 when the credit
union opened its Gurnee branch at the northwest
corner of Grand Avenue and Route 21.
While the facility was small by CCU standards,
it provided a foothold in one of northeast
Illinois’ rapidly growing communities. The
decision to move into the facility was quickly
justified: branch volume grew so quickly that it
was the first facility to receive a comprehensive
remodeling, a project completed in early 2006.
CCCU’s next move was construction of a
new facility on the north side of Waukegan.
The newest location accomplished two very
important objectives. First, Consumers was
now able to better serve Members from Beach
Park, Wadsworth, Zion and Winthrop Harbor.
Second, service levels were immediately
improved at the “main office” in Waukegan,
as many current Members chose to conduct
their transactions in North Waukegan. The
new service center opened in February 2002.
The credit union’s next remodeling project was
the Round Lake Beach branch. CCCU first
opened a storefront location in Mallard Creek
Shopping Center in 1991, then expanded to a
new facility on North Route 83 in January 1998
(see pages 29 and 36). The building was built
with the possibility that the upper level would
be leased to other tenants, but Consumers’
continued growth dictated otherwise: the space
was soon needed for training, a Contact Center
and administrative offices.
With those uses in mind, CCCU completed
a build-out of the upper level of Round Lake
Beach in 2005. The new space included a stateof-the-art training facility for up to 35 staff, new

offices for the Human Resources Department,
private offices for CCCU’s investment services
program, a handful of other executive offices
and a new Contact Center.
The “crown jewel” of the Round Lake Beach
buildout was the credit union’s Contact
Center, opened in May 2005. CCCU now
had a centralized department for a full-service
Contact Center, providing a new level of
service for Members conducting electronic
transactions and for those who preferred
speaking to a “live,” local employee without
coming into a branch. By the end of the year,
the Contact Center fielded an astounding
78,000+ calls in just seven short months!
The building and expansion campaign
continued throughout the remainder of the
decade. Next up was the remodeling of the
Washington Street location in Waukegan
(2007), the first major renovation of the facility
since its opening in 1975 (see page 20). The
lobby was reconfigured to a more “welcoming”
design, with brighter colors and an open floor
plan. The remodeling also extended behind
the teller line where new “cash handling”
technology helped serve Members faster and
more efficiently … as did the addition of new
coin-counting machines located in the lobby.
The floor plan for the Waukegan office was
extremely well received; so much so, in fact,
that the Mundelein branch received a similar
makeover in 2008. Once again, the bright, open
floor plan proved to be very popular with both
Members and staff. The Mundelein branch
also received the new cash handling machines
at the teller line, along with the popular coincounters in the lobby.
The construction continued with the
introduction of CCCU’s sixth branch in Volo,
Illinois. This was another important step for
the credit union, as the branch footprint was
now extended to the far western part of Lake
County. The groundbreaking ceremony for
the new branch was held in 2008, followed by
the opening of the facility in February 2009.
The Volo office included many of the modern
design elements and new technology that
had proved so popular in the Waukegan and
Mundelein remodeling projects.
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Gurnee Branch opened in April 2001

Gurnee Branch opened

At the Strategic Planning session on October 16-17, 2001 it was decided the 2002 goal
for loan growth would be 9% - 11% and for
savings, the goal was set at 7% - 9%. There
was an expectation the economy would improve by the forth quarter of 2002. The question was whether or not it would improve
enough to enable the credit union to achieve
its goals.

2002
Jim Mahnich was elected Chairman of the
Board succeeding Ray DeWeerth who had
served with distinction in that position for
23 years.

Ray DeWeerth
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Jim Mahnich

Assets went over the $300 million mark for
the ﬁrst time! In fact, assets grew by an astounding $41.5 million to end the year at
$334.1 million. The year before assets had
grown by $38.3 million. These large back to
back increases had driven up assets by $79.8
million in just two years.

Remodeled Waukegan Office

Share/savings increased by $39.9 million.
Certiﬁcates of deposit were responsible for
$20.6 million of that gain. Money market
accounts came in second with an increase of
$15.6 million. Unfortunately loan demand
was sluggish much of the year. Mortgage
loans proved to be the exception with an
increase of $15.1 million. In November the
credit union launched a promotion for new
and used car loans at an interest rate of 4.99%
with a buy down to 3.99% for members utilizing our Premier Service Package, and
3.99% for members who initiated their car
loan request via our Web Site. These promotions and the growth in ﬁrst mortgage loans
increased the total loan portfolio by 5.8% for
the year.
The lackluster economy caused unemployment to rise and bankruptcies to continue
trending up. Many of the marginal loans associated with the indirect dealer program
were becoming delinquent and several were

Remodeled Gurnee Office
Remodeled Mundelein Office

North Waukegan Branch opened in February 2002

North Waukegan Branch opened

ultimately charged off. Loans charged off increased by 42.2%. This drove up provision
for loan loss expense and negatively impacted net income.
The credit unionʼs capital position increased
by the $1,278,058 earned in net income.
The increase was used to increase capital by
5.7%, bringing reserves up to $24.4 million.
During the year $272,814 was added to the
Allowance for Loan Losses as a safe guard
against an increasing trend in charged off and
classiﬁed loans.
CCCU added 1,158 new members in 2002
bringing total membership up to 46,987. This
increased the total number of accounts from
112,300 to 116,655.
In February we opened our newest ofﬁce at
Lewis Ave. and Beach Road in Waukegan.
That same month CCCU began offering ﬁnancial counseling services through The Balance Financial Fitness Program. By the end
of the year management had drafted a policy

and procedure to bring the credit union into
compliance with the provisions of the U.S.
Governmentʼs Patriot Act. This policy was
an outcome of the horriﬁc tragedy that occurred at the Twin Towers in New York City
on September 11, 2001.

Volo Branch Exterior

Bill Reidel announced his retirement as President of CCCU effective April 1, 2004.
Chairman, Mahnich appointed a Succession
Committee headed by Kenneth Robinson to
work with Bill on a Succession Plan. This
Committee was also charged with selecting a
candidate for the Presidentʼs position.
2003
Assets increased for the 23rd consecutive
year to a new high of $361.6 million
The Annual Report stated: “Growth in assets
and share/savings was robust in 2003, while
loan growth was slightly less than goal. We
ended the year with a total of 47,496 members and business was on the increase at all
of our branch ofﬁces throughout the year. Al-
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CCCU Contact Center

Volo Branch Interior

Technology and
Security Enhancements

of technological advances, including those at
CCCU.

The first decade of the new millennium
began with the “Y2K” frenzy, causing a great
amount of worldwide angst, particularly with
businesses and financial services providers.
While the concerns turned out to be much
ado about nothing, there was one positive
from the scare: it helped usher in a new era

The credit union used the opportunity to make
several technological improvements, starting
with a Disaster Recovery Plan, helping ensure
continuity in the event of a technology “meltdown.” The plan addressed data recovery,
Member contact, management succession,
alternative facilities and other significant
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factors. CCCU’s Disaster Recovery Plan
was subsequently updated on a regular basis
throughout the decade.
In the early 2000s, a website became “the” new
way to communicate with and serve Members.
The credit union took pride in being on the
leading edge of this new technology while
maintaining sensitivity to security. Using
this approach, Consumers became the first
financial institution to earn the WebTrust Seal
for website security. WebTrust is a Seal of Best
Practices, a service jointly developed by the
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants
and the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. It enables consumers and
businesses to purchase goods and services over
the Internet with the confidence that websites
have historically met specific high standards
for privacy, security, business practices,
transaction integrity and more. CCCU went
on to earn this important certification several
times during the decade.
CCCU also kept up with growing demand
for more electronic services by increasing
manpower, expanding infrastructure and
updating internal controls. Steps included
updating the computer system in 2001, adding
new eCommerce policies and procedures while
updating security policies to comply with the
new federal Patriot Act regulations in 2002 and
converting to a new core processing system in
2006. The Technology Department staff was
expanded from four employees to twelve by
the end of the decade, including hiring a Vice
President in 2006.
Expanded infrastructure was required to
capitalize on these exciting new opportunities.
Towards that end, the credit union made
significant investments in the data center at
the Washington Street office in Waukegan.
To assure continuity in case of disasters,
Consumers also built a new data center at
the Volo office (opened in 2009) to serve as a
backup and “fail-safe” to the primary systems
in Waukegan.
The credit union continued to leverage
technology to grow its menu of products
and services to better serve Members.
Examples included expanded Online Banking

capabilities: in 2003 alone, CCCU conducted
3,751,870 Online Banking transactions! To
better handle the explosion in demand and
to enhance security, Online Banking was
moved “in-house” in 2006, providing for
“multi-factor authentication” for Members
logging into their accounts. In that same year,
the credit union joined the Shared Branching
Network, allowing Members to conduct realtime transactions at more than 2,400 locations
throughout the United States.
In 2007, the credit union began offering
electronic statements, another security
improvement, while adding the ability to open
and fund deposit accounts Online that same
year. 2009 brought the addition of Mobile
Banking, including CCCU’s very own “Online
app,” available to Members in both the App
Store and in Google Play. Members now had
an easy-to-navigate tool available right on
their smartphones. Mobile Banking would
ultimately lead to Remote Deposit Capture,
allowing Members to deposit checks from
anywhere at any time. From a technological
standpoint, CCCU had leveled the playing field
against the megabanks when it came to Online
Banking products, services and convenience.
Expansion of Products and Services
The new capabilities in Consumers’ Technology
Department played a significant role in an
expansion of products and services in other
departments as well, especially in the lending
arena. Those capabilities led to the adoption of
more new products and/or enhanced features
in almost every year of the decade. Here are
some examples …
In 2000, CCU upgraded its “plastic card”
portfolio by adding its first Platinum level
credit card while updating its Classic and
Gold levels. This important step led to the
first “relationship pricing product” for lending
products, the Premier Service Package (PSP),
giving Members a rate discount on consumer
loans when combined with a checking, credit
card and Online Banking accounts. The credit
card portfolio was further expanded in 2004,
while the debit card program was upgraded
with the addition of the Debit Express
reloadable card in 2009.
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The Mortgage Department experienced
an even greater expansion of products and
services during the decade. In 2004, CCCU
added adjustable rate mortgages, new options
for home equity loans and home equity lines
of credit, along with escrow accounts for
Members with first mortgages. In 2007, 15-year
fixed rate home equity loans were added to the
portfolio, along with a 7-year “balloon option”
first mortgage product. To protect credit union
assets, Consumers began selling some first
mortgage loans to the secondary market, while
retaining servicing on those loans so Members
still had the credit union as their sole point of
contact. Consumers’ expanded portfolio of
mortgage products earned the distinction from
Prime Alliance as that organization’s “Partner
of the Year” for mortgage services in 2008.
CCCU added several new lending department
positions to handle its growing portfolio of
consumer loans. The first of the new positions
was VP of Lending in 2005, followed by
Director of Mortgage Services in 2006. The
VISA Manager position was upgraded to
Director status in 2007, and the consumer
lending department was completed when CCU
created the Director of Underwriting position
in 2009. The latter positioned the credit union
to create its highly successful indirect vehicle
lending initiative a year later.
Commercial accounts presented another
growth opportunity for the credit union, leading
to the creation of a new department dedicated
to business accounts in 2008. CCU also named
its first VP of Commercial Lending in 2008,
while opening its first commercial deposit
accounts and disbursing its first commercial
loans later that same year.
One of the credit union’s largest new Member
acquisition initiatives of the decade was
launched in August 2007 with the introduction
of Rewards Checking, a unique high-dividend
demand deposit account that initially paid
Members up to 6.09% APY on balances up
to $20,000.00. Rewards Checking became the
first relationship pricing account for deposit
products, offering a perfect complement to
CCCU’s PSP program for loans. It would
ultimately become a magnet for new Members
from all 50 states, an important step in the
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credit union’s initiative to leverage its unique
associational charter.
The Latino community was the fastest growing
demographic group in areas around where
CCCU’s three largest branches were located.
The credit union launched several programs to
better serve this community, starting in 2002 by
accepting the Matricula Consular identification
for documented residents from Mexico. Next
up was creating the “President’s Council,” a
steering committee of employees from across
the enterprise to identify and implement crosscultural programs. This resulted in publishing
the first gallery of bilingual brochures in 2007.
In 2008, Consumers also began offering fixed
rate, low interest Citizenship Loans to cover
the cost of citizenship applications.
While the initiatives listed above represent the
more significant examples of the expansion
of Consumers’ product and service menu,
there were additional programs that merit
mentioning. In 2002, the credit union began
offering BALANCE Financial Fitness, a
financial education service at no cost to
Members. A new overdraft protection option
for Members electing such coverage was
added in 2003. That same year, CCCU also
introduced risk-based pricing for consumer
loans which in turn expanded loan approvals
to lower credit tiers.
Leveraging CCCU’s Unique Charter
A key difference between Consumers
Cooperative Credit Union and other credit
unions was (and continues to be) its charter.
A charter defines a credit union’s “common
bond,” or the single thread that weaves its
way through the entire Membership. CCCU’s
“associational” charter was particularly unique
because it allowed the credit union to attract
Members without restrictions of employer,
geography or any other similar restrictions.
Having a unique charter is one thing;
maximizing the benefits of that charter is quite
another. That’s where the trends cited above all
tie together: the convergence of new technology
to create opportunities with effective controls
combined with the expansion of lending and
deposit products with wide appeal created a
perfect platform to leverage that charter and

attract Members from throughout the United
States, not just in the area of the branch
footprint.
The key products were the enhanced credit
and debit card portfolio, checking products
and electronic services, as these have virtually
universal appeal. Consumers’ early adoption of
its user-friendly website and Internet banking
capabilities provided these long-distance
Members a highly-functioning delivery
channel.
By the middle of the decade, additional
technology enhancements and new products
and services were developed and/or in the
pipeline. It was time to focus on the credit
union’s marketing efforts and begin promoting
these new capabilities. That led to a branding
initiative in 2005 that shortened the marketing
name to Consumers Credit Union (CCU),
dropping “Cooperative” from all marketing
and advertising materials. In addition to
shortening the marketing name, other changes
included a new, more contemporary logo,
along with a softer color palate of greens and
blues (note: the credit union’s legal name continues
to be Consumers Cooperative Credit Union).
The branding changes were introduced
in January 2006. CCU’s advertising and
marketing also began featuring the tag line,
“Your life. Our commitment.” The tag line
communicated the belief that Members were
the focal point of CCU’s existence. Towards
that end, employees adopted a new (internal)
commitment to Members: “We promise to work
with you to find personal solutions to help you
achieve your financial potential.”

Once the new branding was in place, the credit
union began a consistent campaign to attract
Members from outside its branch footprint.
Sometimes, these initiatives took baby steps;
for example, the mortgage initiatives focused
exclusively on Illinois and Wisconsin in the
first decade of the 2000s. CCU gradually took
larger steps with higher-risk auto loans, secured

by collateral, while taking an appropriately
conservative approach to extending unsecured
credit, such as credit cards. The largest steps
were taken when Rewards Checking was added
in in 2007, primarily because of the lower risk
presented with deposit products.
The
combination
of
ever-improving
technology, facility upgrades at all service
centers, an ever-expanding menu of products
and services all presented under the umbrella
of CCU’s new branding all came together to
provide the right opportunity to leverage the
credit union’s associational charter.
Other Significant Events
Other significant events occurred throughout
the decade, as well; in fact, too many to
include them all. For the sake of completeness,
the following three events stand out and merit
inclusion in this report.
First, the credit union celebrated its 75th
Anniversary in 2005. This historic occasion
was quite an achievement, really: from a small
cooperative born way back in 1930 – simply to
provide milk at a fair price – the credit union
was now home to 49,624 Members and had
grown to $408.7 Million in assets by its 75th
birthday.
Another significant event was the merger of
North Shore Gas Credit Union (NSGCU)
into the Consumers Credit Union family on
January 1, 2006. This merger provided several
benefits to all: a significant increase in the menu
of products and services available to NSGCU
Members, while valuable new employees were
added to CCU’s family.
Finally, the credit union created Consumers
Employee University (CEU) in 2006. This
comprehensive initiative, rolled out by
the Human Resources and Technology
departments in 2007, was designed to improve
and standardize staff training. The continuing
education requirements became part of each
employee’s annual review process, from
the newest teller to the CEO. CEU was so
successful that it was recognized as the best
E-learning program in the nation by Credit
Union National Association (CUNA) in 2008.
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The Decade by the Numbers
The first decade of the 21st century included many tumultuous events. The 2000s opened under the shadow of
Y2K, then quickly was confronted with the dot.com implosion followed by international terrorism, the real estate
crash and the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression. That’s a lot of pain in 10 short years … so much
pain, in fact, that it left many financial services providers crippled and paralyzed for years to come.
In contrast, CCU created the platform necessary to achieve long term success, using each crisis as a learning
experience to grow ever stronger. While other financial services providers retreated, Consumers invested in
infrastructure, technology, employees and its Members, adding the new products and services Members wanted
and deserved. Most importantly, the Consumers’ ability to overcome the challenges of the early 21st century
positioned the credit union for long-term growth, creating the building blocks to make the next decade its strongest
ever.
The charts below illustrate CCU’s stability and strength, with financial outcomes to make all stakeholders proud.
During the decade, the credit union …
• ASSETS more than doubled to $539,376,867 (from $229,960,274 at the start of 2000)
• LOANS/LOANS SERVICED grew by 211% to $377,398,631 (from $178,975,442 at the start of 2000)
• DEPOSITS more than doubled to $491,308,220 (from $208,896,630 at the start of 2000)
• MEMBERSHIP grew to 51,434, an increase of more than 20% since the start of 2000
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2010 – 2019: Emerging from the Great
Recession – Stronger than Ever!
The second decade of the 21st century opened
with the challenge of emerging from the worst
financial crisis in the United States since the
Great Depression. Dubbed “the
Great Recession,” the collapse
that began in 2007 engulfed nearly
every sector of the American
economy.
According to Wikipedia,1 the
Great Recession was a period of
general economic decline in world
markets during the late 2000s
and early 2010s. The scale and timing of the
recession varied from country to country. The
Great Recession stemmed from the collapse of
the United States real estate market (led by a
gross over-extension of subprime mortgages)
and the so-called “too big to fail” mega banks.
While policies of other nations also contributed
to the world-wide financial collapse, the
banking and subprime mortgage sectors were
clearly the leading culprits in the United States.
According to the U.S. National Bureau of
Economic Research, the official arbiter of U.S.
recessions, the recession technically began in
December 2007 and ended in June 2009, thus
extending more than 19 months. The Great
Recession resulted in the scarcity of valuable
assets in the market economy and the collapse
of the financial sector (primarily the largest
banks) in the world economy.
When the current economic problems first
surfaced in the securities and insurance
industries in early 2008, the response at the
national level was to create a series of bailouts
for the companies involved. This approach
was extended to banks and other financial
institutions in late 2008 and again in 2009.
Sadly, government handouts are a lot like
treating an illness with pain medication rather
than looking for the cause. Predictably, these
bailouts did not cure the root causes of the
problems: greed and lack of accountability.

And while the credit union industry was not
responsible for the Great Recession, the event
nonetheless placed a great amount of strain on
the credit union system, as well.
A leading cause of this strain was
the failing of two of the largest
corporate credit unions.2 While
Consumers and most other credit
unions weren’t involved in subprime mortgage lending, these
two corporate credit unions had
invested in that market. Credit
unions who were shareholders of the corporate
credit unions (including CCU), had a direct
financial loss as a result.
How did the credit union industry respond? In
stark contrast to the bailouts of the banks, credit
unions did not take one penny of financial
assistance from the federal government. No
Troubled Asset Relief Program (“TARP”)
funds for CCU or any other credit union. And
no special legislation. Instead, CCU joined
hands with other credit unions throughout the
country to strengthen the system. We worked
together, in the same cooperative spirit that’s
powered the credit union movement since it
began more than 150 years ago.
There is a cost of working together, of course,
and Consumers Credit Union contributed a
great deal of time and money to the cause.
Our financial commitment came in two forms:
as a special assessment for federally insured
credit unions from the National Credit Union
Administration3 (NCUA) to supplement
reserves in the share insurance fund; and, by
writing-off our capital shares in the impacted
corporate credit unions. What’s most
important is that our financial contributions
were consistent with the cooperative spirit of
credit unions and were not a result of CCU’s
own financial performance.
The Great Recession led to the federal
government adding an entirely new layer
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of regulatory burden in the form of the
2010 Dodd-Frank Act, its companion
Durbin Amendment and the creation
of the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (CFPB). While these legislative
initiatives purportedly targeted the mega
banks responsible for the financial crisis
while exempting financial institutions
under $10 Billion in assets from direct
on-site regulation by the CFPB, the
enabling legislation did not provide the
necessary protections for credit unions and
community banks. All credit unions and
community banks – even those with less
than $10 Billion in assets – still became
subject to the CFPB’s rules. As you’ll see
in the Regulatory Environment section of
this chapter, CCU would face considerable
time, direct expense and lost revenue as a
consequence of the Dodd-Frank Act.
It’s fair to ask why we included so much
information about the previous decade
when this section should be looking
forward to the 2nd decade of the 21st
century. The answer is quite simple: the
circumstances listed above created the
environment in which the credit union
was forced to operate, especially in the
early years of the new decade. In response,
CCU implemented a comprehensive plan
to assure we emerged from the decade
stronger than ever.
First and foremost, we implemented several
steps to improve earnings and increase
reserves. Amazingly, CCU entered 2010
having made a modest profit based on
income from operations in the last year of
the previous decade … proving even in the
most difficult economic times, our safe,
sound, “Members First” approach would
yield positive results.
Second, we re-examined every line-item of
every expense to assure Members received
maximum benefit from each dollar we

spent. CCU took this a step further:
rather than simply cutting expenses, we
accelerated investments in technology and
infrastructure to improve our operating
efficiency and updated our 5-Year Strategic
Business Plan to build for the future. Every
move was made with one objective in
mind: to help us continue to grow in the
years to come.
The investments in technology allowed us
to take a deeper look into how we would
deliver our products and services in the
new decade. For example, we migrated
our VISA portfolio to PSCU – a credit
card processor owned and managed by
credit unions, providing Members a more
cost-effective structure that allows us to
maintain competitive rates while offering
more robust promotions. More examples
are included in the innovation section that
follows below.
As was the case in the first decade of the
21st century, there were several trends and
themes that define the decade of 2010 –
2019. This section explores those themes
in more detail in the coming pages. They
include …
• Risk Management and the Regulatory
Environment
• The Role of Innovation
• Centralization of Administrative Staff
• Lending Growth
• Out-of-market Member Growth
• Mergers and the Expansion of Our Local
Footprint
• Expansion of Financial Advisor Services
• The Decade by the Numbers
• Milestones of the Decade
• Awards and Recognition

Excerpted from Wikipedia Online reference, sourced November 13, 2018.
Corporate credit unions provide services to the credit union movement, such as check clearing, investment options
and loans.
3
NCUA is the credit union industry’s regulator for all federally chartered credit unions and also has governance
over state-chartered credit unions that are federally insured.
1
2
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Risk Management and the Regulatory
Environment
As mentioned in the introduction to 2010
– 2019, the Great Recession led to the
Dodd-Frank Act and the creation of the
CFPB. The result: a climate of heightened
scrutiny and oversight for all financial
institutions (FIs). It’s appropriate, then,
that risk management and the regulatory
environment should be the first theme we
address for the new decade.
While CCU and all responsible FIs would
agree that smart regulation is necessary for
our industry, the pendulum had clearly
swung in the “over regulation” direction
during the early years of the decade. It
didn’t matter that credit unions weren’t
responsible for the financial crisis or that
credit unions took NO government money
for bailouts: the Director of the CFPB took
the position that regulations good for one
financial institution were good for all. This
obviated the stated intent of Dodd-Frank
to protect credit unions and community
banks under $10 Billion in assets from over
regulation.
Nor did it matter that credit unions already
had our own regulator, the NCUA, and
that state-chartered credit unions such as
CCU, were regulated at the state level,
as well. What mattered was the new
regulatory environment required CCU to
take several steps to strengthen its internal
processes to assure compliance.
The credit union entered the new
decade with two employees with direct
responsibilities in Compliance: a Manager
and a Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) Specialist.
During the decade, the credit union
expanded its risk management focus
significantly beyond compliance. A new
area was formed called Strategy & Risk
Management.
This area encompassed seven different
departments: Compliance & BSA, Internal
Audit, Fraud, Contract Management,

Enterprise Risk Management, Special
Projects and Strategy, which includes
financial analysis on new business
opportunities and due diligence for mergers.
The area grew to a total 10 employees,
led by the new executive position of Vice
President of Strategy & Risk Management,
added in 2015. Additionally, the credit
union added compliance positions in the
business units to comply with the expanded
regulations. The credit union’s strategic
focus on mergers also necessitated the need
for business analytics on potential merger
opportunities.
The cost of the increased regulatory burden
throughout the industry was enormous in
terms of actual staffing costs combined with
soft costs of employee and management
time. As a result, in 2017, Credit Union
National Association (CUNA, the credit
union’s national trade organization)
conducted an exhaustive survey to ascertain
the impact on the credit union industry.
The survey measured the overall regulatory
impact, taking into consideration such
factors as risk management, compliance,
all areas of lending, Member services,
deposit operations, finance, information
technology, human resources and legal
expenses.
CCU calculated its combined cost of
complying with the new regulatory
environment at more than $3 Million
– money the credit union would have
preferred to spend on areas such as
innovation and Member services. In fact,
it would have been quite easy to blame
regulations for any negative impact on
financial performance and Member
growth.
Consumers took a different approach: we
used the new environment to strengthen
internal operations so we would be
positioned to scale the organization and
optimize managing the resources of our
Members.
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For example, the new Strategy & Risk
Management area worked closely with
Technology to identify better ways to
prevent fraud and protect the personal
information of our Members. We
leveraged financial and business analysis
and technology to help evaluate potential
merger partners to assure any impact on
CCU would be positive for our Members.
The new contracts management area
helped assure our vendors and business
partners provided services that are both
cost effective and in the credit union’s best
interest.
Another example was forming the new
Enterprise Risk Management Committee
(ERM) at the Board of Directors level.
The primary role of Credit Union Boards
is governance and oversight. The increased
organizational focus on strategy and
risk management in the newly created
area provided the Board with more
comprehensive analytics and information
that in turn helped them better manage
their responsibilities.
The new NCUA framework for mergers,
effective in 2018, provided the credit union
with even more opportunities to capitalize
on new strategic opportunities in the future.
The bottom line: CCU is committed
to appropriately managing risk and
opportunity in a responsible fashion.
Because risk management, regulatory
compliance, and strategic opportunities
impact every area of the credit union,
you will find additional references where
applicable in the sections that follow.
The Role of Innovation
One of the defining themes of the previous
decade was CCU’s early adoption of
technology and security enhancements.
That commitment continued to pay
dividends in the 2nd decade of the 21st
century in the form of an enterprise-wide
emphasis on innovation.
The focus on innovation was an outgrowth
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of the 5-year Strategic Business Plan,
adopted for the period 2010 – 2014. The
planning session identified areas where
CCU could improve service delivery, with
an emphasis on attracting new Members
comfortable with primarily conducting
their business Online or via phone, rather
than in the Service Centers.
The first item – improving our service
delivery – led to the creation of CCU’s
Process Improvement Department. The
new Department worked with every area
of the credit union to identify how current
processes (both Member facing and back
office) could be improved to create better
operating efficiency and better Member
service. The result was to encourage nontraditional thinking and to help foster
innovation.
Much of the progress we achieved in the
early part of the decade may seem quite
simple today; yet, the most important result
was reshaping how employees approached
their positions. In short, every person in
every role was encouraged to develop an
eye for innovation.
Some of those early results included
converting Online Banking and Bill Pay to
provide enhanced features such as secure
messaging. Mobile Banking was upgraded
to offer free downloadable “apps” for
iPhone and Android while expanding the
menu of text alerts available for Mobile
Banking users. These enhanced services
helped CCU keep pace with larger FIs
in the race to attract new Members in an
increasingly mobile world.
Another innovation-driven initiative was
the upgrade of CCU’s Rewards Checking
product in the fall of 2011. CCU worked
with its Rewards Checking business partner
to add credit cards to the monthly qualifiers
by creating three levels of rewards rather
than just one. This allowed Consumers to
radically increase the potential dividend
for Members at the same time most FIs
were cutting deposit rates. This innovation

was one of the drivers for attracting outof-market Membership and leveraging our
Associational charter.
One of the breakthrough innovations of the
decade was moving our new accounts staff
to a centralized location. This project was
a collaboration of Technology, Operations,
Sales & Marketing and CCU’s entire Senior
Management Team. This new approach to
doing business allowed Members to open
most accounts, including deposit accounts,
consumer loans and credit cards, using a
video connection to employees located in
a single office.
Centralization presented a sea-change for
staff and Members when the new accounts
team was moved to the upper level of the
Round Lake Beach location in late 2013
and into the next year. Once a branch was
converted to the new model, only specialty
accounts (Commercial, Trust, Youth, etc.)
would be opened in the Service Centers.
The credit union would also accommodate
those very few Members who resisted using
the new technology.
The primary benefits of centralization
were improving the service experience for
Members while also improving operating
efficiency for the credit union. The new
model reduced wait-times in every branch,
some as dramatically as 80% for smaller
offices with more limited staff. Member
acceptance turned out to be even better
than predicted.

CCU Member applying for a new account using
video connection to centralized new accounts team

The project earned national recognition
when it was selected as winner of the CUNA
Technology Council’s 2014 Excellence
Awards competition in the “Member
Service / Convenience” category. We
also earned the aptly named “Innovation
Award” from Interactive Intelligence,
Inc., our phone software provider, for the
integration of its solution in our in-branch
workflow for new Member enrollment and
loan applications in the new model.
Our focus on innovation extended to
product development, as well. In September
2014, CCU sent a 4-person team to an
innovation competition hosted by PSCU,
our partner for credit and debit cards. The
team created an application that allowed
Members to calculate potential savings for
credit card balance transfers, then make the
transfers safely and securely through their
mobile app. PSCU selected our team as
National Champions in their “knock-out
innovation competition.”
Perhaps the biggest innovation project of
the decade was the adoption of a new core
processor in 2017 when CCU upgraded
to Fiserv’s “DNA®” product. DNA is an
account processing platform that provides
credit unions the flexibility and scalability
to support new products and expanding
business models while delivering the 24/7
real-time experience Members expect.
DNA was selected in part because it is
built on the Oracle database platform,
which allows the credit union to customize
virtually any product or service it offers.
In turn, this gives CCU a big edge when it
comes to attracting new Members, as well
as adapting to the ever-changing landscape
of product and service innovation. For
example, within the first year of the DNA
conversion, CCU was able to move its
Rewards Checking platform in-house,
saving a great deal of expense while offering
new features that made the product even
more attractive for Members.
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Finally, the credit union’s innovation
extended to its Human Resources
Department, as well. Recognizing the need
to create work/life balance, CCU worked
with its healthcare provider to provide a
comprehensive wellness program for Team
CCU. The credit union hosted internal
fitness competitions and provided a host of
other initiatives such as free screenings for
blood-pressure and cholesterol.
CCU also implemented its no-cost,
confidential
Lifeworks
employee
assistance program (EAP), a service that
offers help with personal and work-related
issues. Professionally trained consultants
are available to help with family problems,
marital concerns, financial and legal
matters, stress, depression, and other issues
affecting their personal or work life.
Innovation and CCU:
a winning combination!
Centralization of Administrative Staff
In the first decade of the new millennium,
CCU more than doubled in size in several
important categories: number of Service
Centers, assets, deposits and loans
serviced. The new Commercial Accounts
Department was growing rapidly, and
technology was increasingly critical to
the credit union’s success. Managing this
growth required an increase in CCU’s
“headcount” throughout the enterprise.
Historically, CCU’s back-office team
(Accounting,
Human
Resources,
Technology, Lending, Marketing, etc.) and
the senior management team were scattered
among Consumers’ largest Service Centers:
Waukegan, Mundelein and Round Lake
Beach. While this approach made great
use of available resources, it was clearly
not an efficient way to for the credit union
to grow.
Moreover, the explosion of web-based
applications like mobile banking, an
explosion of payment options, the new
process improvement department and the
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centralization of the new accounts team
created a clear need for more space in a
facility dedicated to administrative, support
and senior management personnel. In fact,
this need was identified as a priority in
the credit union’s 2010 – 2014 Strategic
Business Plan.
A compelling reason for an administrative
facility was to improve operating
efficiencies. Team CCU would have better
and faster access to decision makers at all
levels. Managers would have first-class
facilities for everything from meetings with
staff and business partners to deploying
training for new processes and new
products. For the first time in more than 30
years, the entire senior management team
would be housed under one roof – and
that means timelier and better informed
decisions.
Another important benefit was to strengthen
the enterprise-wide focus on innovation.
Now, new product development would
include the eyes of the process improvement
department. Employees from different
departments could be pooled on projects
to glean new ideas from non-traditional
sources. Equally important, ideas would
no longer be vetted in a vacuum; now, they
could be more fully explored, to include
potential impact on other departments.
The credit union entered 2010 with
ambitious plans to once again more than
double in assets, loans serviced, deposits
and other key metrics in the new decade,
just as it had from 2000 - 2009. An efficient,
centralized administrative facility would
provide the benefits of scale to transform
those goals into realities.
After an extensive search, CCU identified a
building in the Tri State Business Parkway
with a capacity of approximately 200
employees. The building is conveniently
located just one mile from the important
I-94 corridor, providing easy access for
employees, business partners and guests.

The build-out for the new facility began in
2013 and continued through the end of 2014.
By Spring 2015, all back-office departments
had been successfully relocated to CCU’s
new administrative headquarters at 1075
Tri State Parkway in Gurnee. For the first
three years, approximately 25% of the
space was sub-leased to DeVry University.
When Devry’s lease expired at the end
of 2016, CCU quickly expanded into the
remainder of the building.
By 2018, it became clear the credit union’s
rapid growth would soon require an even
larger facility. Consumers current plans are
to build a new facility in another Gurnee

outbound sales team; and, fuel growth
by leveraging our associational charter
and lending beyond our branch footprint.
It was also important for each initiative
to take into consideration the increased
regulatory environment and with an eye
on appropriate risk management. These
initiatives are addressed in this section.
Credit unions have several restrictions on
commercial loans, the most important
of which is a “cap” on lending activity
as a percentage of assets, currently set at
12.25%. Additionally, regulators tend to
more closely scrutinize new initiatives
until the credit union has a track record to
evaluate. This meant a “go-slow” approach
in the early years of this department was in
order.
Consumers launched our Commercial
Lending Department in earnest in 2009
with the hiring of a Vice-President of
Commercial Lending. The goal was to
grow volume slowly and to underwrite
conservatively in the early years. CCU
contracted with a third-party underwriter
to help assure applications fell within these
conservative guidelines.

New Admin Center transformed raw space into
bright, open, collaborative workspace in 2015

location. Stay tuned for the next chapter!
Lending Growth
CCU had several goals for increasing
loan volume in the new decade: grow our
Commercial Loans Department; create a
home-grown “indirect lending” initiative
for auto loans; improve share of wallet
with current Members by developing an

Volume has grown in proportion
to Consumers’ asset growth and is
consistently within 10% to 15% of the
regulatory cap. The department also grew
to nine employees: a VP, two Senior
Loan Officers, a Treasury Management
Specialist and five employees in a variety
of support positions. CCU’s commercial
team has received glowing reports from
both federal and state examiners, allowing
underwriting to be completely handled
internally.
Indirect lending is essentially a simple
model: the FI establishes a relationship
with auto dealers, who in turn refer their
customers as potential borrowers with the
FIs. The key to success is working with
dealers that have a great deal of integrity
and by continuously monitoring the quality
of the referrals from dealerships.
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The credit union’s indirect lending initiative
kicked off with the hiring of a Director of
Underwriting in 2009. The Director came
to CCU with extensive experience working
with automobile dealerships and put that
knowledge to use by creating a proprietary
indirect lending program.
During the decade, CCU has created
a network of indirect dealers in Lake,
McHenry and Cook County, Illinois,
along with select dealers in southeastern
Wisconsin. By creating its own program,
CCU was able to maintain the necessary
controls to have a successful program even
as it has steadily increased in volume.
Another way to grow a portfolio is to
improve “share of wallet” by increasing
product and service penetration with
existing Members. Consumers addressed
this opportunity by developing an outbound
sales department. The object: contact
Members who have auto loans and credit
cards with other FIs and encourage them
to move their loans to CCU. The incentive
for Members to do so is saving money: our
loan rates are typically favorable enough
that many Members could save hundreds
(and sometimes even thousands) of dollars
by refinancing their loans with CCU.
The outbound calling initiative began
with one employee in February 2012. It
was so successful that a second employee
was added by the end of that year. The
department has since expanded to include
a Manager and 10 sales representatives.
The outbound sales team's role continued
to expand, as well, to include soliciting
non-Members from out-of-market areas,
enrolling new Members in Rewards
Checking and assisting with the onboarding process for new Members
joining the credit union from the indirect
lending platform. The results: by 2018, the
outbound sales team was on track to deliver
approximately $68 Million in additional
loans serviced by CCU.
When it comes to leveraging the credit
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union’s association charter, one of the
biggest initiatives was out-of-market
lending for mortgages. Historically,
CCU only approved mortgage loans in
Wisconsin and Illinois. In April 2018, the
credit union started to allow approvals in
four additional states: Florida, Georgia,
South Carolina and Virginia.
The initial results were so encouraging,
the geographic areas were expanded to
include Ohio, North Carolina, Arizona,
Indiana, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and
Texas, bringing the total to 13 states. The
efforts will not stop there. Before the end
of the decade, plans are to add Colorado,
Minnesota, Michigan, Washington and
Missouri. Other states are also under
serious consideration for future inclusion,
as well.
CCU’s goal to expand our lending portfolios
has yielded remarkable results. While the
methods may have varied from one product
to the next, every lending area expanded as
a result of these initiatives. Once again, the
results speak for themselves: by the end of
the decade, the credit union had made loans
in 49 of the 50 states. When speaking of the
credit union’s lending portfolio, it’s fair to
say it clearly met the goal of leveraging
Consumers’ associational charter.
Out-of-market Member Growth
The effort to leverage CCU’s associational
charter beyond the branch footprint also
extended to deposit products and electronic
services. As mentioned in the Innovation
section, the decade of 2010 – 2019 saw
an enterprise-wide initiative to strengthen
Consumers’ competitiveness with services
such as Online banking, mobile apps,
electronic statements (including for credit
cards), remote deposit capture, our website
and other web-based services.
Having best-of-class services was an
essential element of attracting Members
outside CCU’s “home” market because
these Members contact the credit union
almost exclusively via the web. It was
important for out-of-market Members

to be both comfortable with and have
confidence in these services to cement these
relationships – factors that underscore the
importance of innovation.
Rewards Checking was CCU’s leading
new Member acquisition product during
the decade. There are several reasons
why this product was so important. First,
virtually every Member has a checking
account. Second, debit cards (rather than
checks) became the common instrument
for accessing that checking account. Third,
CCU’s Rewards Checking product offered
one of the highest dividends in the nation
throughout the decade.
The credit union made four very important
changes in 2011 that fueled the popularity of
Rewards Checking. Effective in November
2011, CCU raised the dividend rate in the
face of continuously falling savings rates
elsewhere in the market – both locally
and nationally. At that same time, CCU
guaranteed the high rate for the six-month
period ending April 30, 2012, making the
product even more attractive for those who
might be skeptical of so-called teaser rates.
These guarantees were extended twice over
the course of the next year.
In November 2011, we added two additional
rewards tiers by adding our credit card to
the program, assuring potential interest
income would be the highest in the nation.
And to assure virtually everyone opening
a checking account had the opportunity
to earn these rewards, Consumers made
Rewards Checking its default checking
account at that same time. The results are
clear: by the end of the decade, CCU had
opened deposit accounts in all 50 states.
While the dividend rates and qualification
tiers continue to change from time to
time, CCU remains an industry leader
with this product. During the decade,
CCU was recognized numerous times by
organizations such as WalletHub, which
named CCU’s Rewards Checking the
“Best Online Checking Account” available

nationwide, and NerdWallet, declaring
that CCU had the best interest rate for
credit union checking products nationwide.
The credit union also received similar
awards from Forbes and from Kiplinger’s
Washington Letter.
Consumers Credit Union has the products
and services that support out-of-market
Member growth. Most importantly, we
also have the enterprise commitment to
innovation that will keep us competitive in
these markets in the future.
Mergers and Continued Expansion of
Our Local Footprint
Consumers Credit Union placed a
considerable amount of emphasis on
leveraging our associational charter during
the first two decades of the 21st century.
That emphasis did not deter CCU from also
focusing on growing with the geographical
footprint of our Service Centers, as well.
In fact, attracting more new Members in
our local communities while expanding
our branch footprint was another
important goal during this period. This
goal was supported in a variety of ways,
most notably by merging with other credit
unions and identifying potential locations
for new Service Centers.
The right merger opportunities provide
a unique opportunity for instant growth.
Towards that end, CCU looked for potential
partners with complementary geographic
reach, minimal duplication of Members,
strong financial performance and a good
relationship with current Members.
There are several reasons such credit
unions would have an interest in merging
with CCU. For many, Members would
immediately benefit from Consumers’
broader menu of products and more
sophisticated electronic services they
couldn’t provide on their own, simply
because they didn’t have the resources
required to do so.
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During the decade, CCU identified
and consummated mergers with three
outstanding partners.
• 2015: Premier Credit Union of
Palatine, IL
• 2017: Encore Federal Credit Union
• 2017: Meadows Credit Union

These mergers expanded CCU’s geographic
footprint across northern and western
Cook County, from Lake Michigan to
the McHenry County line. We added
Service Centers in Palatine, Schaumburg,
Northbrook and Des Plaines, IL.

Square, providing a perfect complement to
other locations while filling a void in the
western part of Lake County.
The Kildeer Service Center employs
cutting edge technology that is second to
none in the industry. The branch offers
a convenient digital banking experience
along with personal concierge service in a
warm, inviting atmosphere. In addition to
handling routine transactions, the facility
has the capacity to house a financial
advisor and real estate loan officer while
maintaining an ultra-modern, intimate feel.

Interior of Kildeer Service Center

In
addition
to
expanding
into
complementary geographical areas, these
mergers also passed the test of limited
Membership overlap. These mergers
helped CCU increase assets from $628
Million at the start of 2015 to more than
$1.23 Billion by the end of 2017, while
growing Members from 62,599 to 109,798
during that time.
The second approach for expanding CCU’s
footprint was to identify opportunities in
and near our current locations where it
would make sense to build a new Service
Center. This goal of this strategy was to
reach more potential new Members while
also enhancing how we reach and serve
current Members.
CCU commissioned two studies in 2016 to
look at a variety of potential locations for
a new facility, along with opportunities to
relocate and upgrade existing offices. After
an extensive analysis, we chose Kildeer, IL,
as the optimal location for a new Service
Center. The new facility is now open on
busy US HWY 12 in the Kildeer Village
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Pictured left to right:
Dave Valentine, CCU’s Vice-President Marketing Retail
Service & Sales, John Janezic, CCU Chairman of the
Board, Suzanne Corr, President/CEO of the Barrington
Chamber of Commerce, Adrianna Bravo, Member
Experience Manager at the Kildeer Service Center,
Michael Talbett, Kildeer’s Chief Village Officer, Claire
Slattery, Executive Director of the Lake Zurich Chamber
of Commerce and Sean Rathjen, CEO, CCU.

CCU will continue to look for new
opportunities to expand our footprint in
the years ahead. Whether that growth
is accomplished by merger, additional
Service Center locations or from organic
growth within the current branch footprint
will be written in a future chapter.

Expansion of Financial Advisor Services
Consumers Credit Union began providing
financial advisor services in the latter part
of the 20th century. While this has been a
free service for Members since its inception,
this department historically had a very low
penetration among Members. One reason
was the perception – real or imagined –
that “wealth management services” were
only for “rich people.” Another reason was
the lack of an enterprise-wide emphasis on
the department.
Those perceptions were washed aside in the
summer of 2015 when CCU embarked on
a new partnership with CUNA Brokerage
Services, Inc. (CBSI) to create Consumers
Financial Group (CFG). CBSI is a division
of CUNA Mutual Group, a company with
a rich tradition of providing services to
credit unions nationwide and one of CCU’s
long-standing, trusted business partners.
CFG brought many exciting changes when
it replaced the credit union’s previous
financial planning service. First and
foremost, CCU and CFG are determined
to support Members with beneficial
accounts that help Members work towards
their individual financial goals. Second,
the department launched with two
financial advisors; this doubling of capacity
provided a great opportunity to encourage
more Members to take advantage of this
important service.
As of April 2018, the group has grown into
a team of five with three full-time financial
advisors: Stuart Cooper CRPC®, Michael
Pozzi and Gerran Batterberry. The CFG
team is supported by two outstanding
program coordinators: Sarah M. Faulkner
and Carla Bonilla. A picture of the CFG
team is included on this page.
CFG’s full time, full service team means
Members can meet with an advisor in any
of the credit union’s 10 Service Centers
to discuss their individual needs. All
Consumers Credit Union Members are
welcome to schedule a complimentary

CFG team (left to right): Michael Pozzi, Sarah Faulkner,
Stuart Cooper, Carla Bonilla and Gerran Batterberry

meeting to explore how CFG can help them
design a plan for their financial future.
Through CBSI, CFG is able to provide the
same comprehensive menu of investment
opportunities Members would expect to
find at a large brokerage firm. Examples
include traditional investment options,
savings accounts for retirement, college
savings programs and insurance products
to help protect each Member’s assets. There
is one important difference: these financial
planning services are still provided at no
charge to Members.
The new, expanded CFG team has been
extremely well received throughout the
credit union. As of the end of 2018, CFG
already has hundreds of Members as its
clients and is well positioned for growth
well into the next decade of the 21st
century.
Additional Significant Events
There were a few additional events that
occurred during the second decade of the
21st century. Two of the more significant
events included the restructuring of
CCU’s Senior Management Team and
the expansion of the Human Resources
Department.
The Senior Management Team (SMT) was
expanded in 2015 to add the position of
VP of Strategy & Risk Management. The
important of this new role is explained at
length in the Risk Management and the
Regulatory Environment section of this
decade.
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SMT was further expanded in 2016 with the
addition of a Vice President of Payments.
This decade has witnessed an explosion of
payment options, from traditional credit
and debit cards to electronic solutions such
as Wallets, Apple Pay and many, many
more. It became increasingly clear CCU
would benefit by having a department that
could focus specifically in this area. Today,
all forms of electronic payments, along
with more traditional payment sources
such as credit and debit cards, are managed
in the Payments Department.
The first change in the Human Resources
Department occurred in 2017 when CCU
elevated the HR leadership position to
the level of Vice President. This allowed
the credit union to expand its search
for seasoned, professional HR veterans
who could bring a new perspective to the
department.
The HR Department has grown rapidly in
the time since. Most of the new positions
focus on the critical areas of recruiting and
training. The future growth of the credit
union will be tied closely to the success of
these initiatives.
The most recent change to SMT came
in 2018 with the consolidation of sales,
marketing and retail delivery under the
new title of Vice President of Marketing,
Retail Service and Sales. The new position
combines the former VP positions of
Member Experience and Sales & Marketing
into one. The goal of this change is to
improve the vertical integration of service
delivery in all Member-facing positions
throughout the enterprise.
Finally, CCU lost several leaders during the
decade, each of whom played a significant
role in the growth of the credit union and
our sponsor, Consumers Cooperative
Association. They are remembered in the
“In Memoriam” section in the right hand
column of this page.
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In Memoriam
Consumers Credit Union lost six long-time
volunteers during the 2nd decade of the 21st
century. These leaders had a powerful impact
on the history of both the credit union and our
sponsor, Consumers Cooperative Association.
This section honors their memories, with the
years of passing noted in parentheses.
Roman Miller (2010)
Roman Miller served on CCU’s Board of
Directors and Committees from 1983 - 2010,
including several years as Secretary and
Treasurer. Roman used his brilliant mind
unselfishly for the good of our CCU, its
Members, and the community. His insights
about financial and policy matters while
serving on the Asset-Liability Committee were
second to none.

Helen Dragunis (2011)
Helen Dragunis served CCU as Board Chair
from 1966 - 1974. Under her leadership, the
credit union experienced tremendous growth. A
signature event of her tenure was the opening of
CCU’s Washington Street office in Waukegan.

Helen E. Watkins (2012)
Helen E. Watkins served on the credit union’s
Board of Directors from 1977 - 1979. She
was Chair of the Supervisory Committee in
1979. Additionally, Helen was the Treasurer/
General Manager of Trinity AME Credit
Union for 20+ years. Helen is remembered for
her significant contributions to the credit union
movement.

Joe Lecessi (2013)
While Joe Lecessi had a brief tenure on CCU’s
Board of Directors, he was a champion of the
credit union movement. Joe helped organize
the credit union at Kraft Foods in Deerfield,
Illinois. Always a willing volunteer, he worked
with enthusiasm and without concern about
who got credit for the success of the project.

Elizabeth (Liz) Oldham (2015)
Elizabeth (Liz) Oldham served in a variety of
positions on Consumers Cooperative Association’s
Board of Directors. She was an effective and
influential leader on the Board, serving as its
President her last few years on the Board. Liz is
fondly remembered for her dedication and sense
of humor.

Gabrielle Marie Scaccia (2016)
Gabriella Marie Scaccia was another dedicated
volunteer on Consumers Cooperative Association’s
Board of Directors and its various committees.
During the last several years on the Board,
Gabriella served the Association as Board
Secretary. Gabriella and her hard work will
certainly be missed.

The Decade by the Numbers
Consumers Credit Union continued our tradition of delivering steady growth during the second decade of the
21st century. Emerging from the challenges of the great recession that dominated the conclusion of the previous
decade, CCU achieved outstanding performance across all financial measurements.
Our steady, measured growth demonstrates the credit union’s commitment to delivering progressive, cutting edge
products and services while protecting the assets of our Members. We conducted business in a safe, secure fashion
while working tirelessly to innovate and build a next-generation credit union that will meet our Members needs
for years to come.
Just as we did in the previous decade, Consumers invested in infrastructure, technology, employees and our
Members, adding new products and services our Members need. Why? Because we know our long-term growth
depends on taking bold steps to assure we are well-positioned for the future.
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Once again, the charts below illustrate CCU’s stability and strength, with financial outcomes to make all
stakeholders proud. Here are the top four highlights (through
1000 2017) …
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"Loans/Loans Serviced" includes mortgage loans sold to the secondary market, yet still serviced by CCU.
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Administrative Center
1075 Tri State Parkway • Suite 850
Gurnee, IL 60031
877 ASK CCCU
877.275.2228
www.myconsumers.org

